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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
SCANNING ION CONDUCTANCE MICROSCOPY FOR SINGLE CELL IMAGING
AND ANALYSIS
by
Namuna Panday
Florida International University, 2017
Miami, Florida
Professor Jin He, Major Professor
Most biological experiments are performed on an ensemble of cells under the
assumption that all cells are identical. However, recent evidence from single cells studies
reveals that this assumption is incorrect. Individual cells within the same generation may
differ dramatically, and these differences have important consequences for the health and
function of the entire living body. I have used Scanning Ion Conductance Microscopy
(SICM) for imaging and analysis of topographical change of single cell membrane, which
is difficult to be revealed by optical microscopes. Morphological change in the fixed and
live HeLa cell membrane during endocytosis of conjugated polymer nanoparticles was
studied. Results demonstrated SICM is a powerful tool to study the interaction between
nanoparticle and cell membrane during internalization of nanoparticles through the
membrane. This research can improve our fundamental understanding of cellular behavior
and will be helpful for drug delivery applications.
Based on conventional SICM, we have developed a novel method to simultaneous
map the topography and potential distributions of the single living cells membranes. At the
first step, multifunctional nanopipettes (nanopore/nanoelectrode) have been fabricated and
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characterized. To demonstrate the potential sensing capability and understand the
mechanism, I measured the ionic current and local electric potential change during
translocation of 40 nm charged gold nanoparticles. Our results reveal the capability of the
multifunctional probe for the highly sensitive detection of the ionic current and local
electrical potential changes during the translocation of the charged entity through the
nanopore. From the potential change, we revealed the dynamic assembly of GNPs before
entering the nanopore. The experimental results are also nicely explained by the finite
element method based numerical simulation results.
At the second step, I have measured the surface potential of living cell membrane
at selected locations. Very recently, I have obtained results to show that we can map the
extracellular membrane potential distribution of the complicated living cell membrane with
sub-micron spatial resolution.This new imaging technique can help biologist to explore the
extracellular potential distribution of varieties of cells quantitatively.These studies will
have impacts on several biomedical applications such as regenerative repair and cancer
treatment.
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accumulation. (e) A typical curve of P1 at 50mV after adding
GNPs. The black curve is the raw data for current measurement
and the red curve is the smoothed curve of current after 10
points moving average. Similarly, the gray curve is the raw data
for potential measurement and the blue curve is the smoothed
curve of potential after 10 points moving average. (f) The
zoomed in current and potential traces after applying moving
average smoothing method. Both raw data and smoothed data
are shown. The sampling rate is 50kS/s for both measurements
and the bandwidth is 5k Hz for current and 40k Hz for potential.
The bath solution is always 10mM PBS.
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Figure 5.12:

The 2D axial symmetric geometry of the nanopipette/CNE used
for the FEM simulations. The figures are drawn to scale (r=0
indicates the axis symmetry line). Insets: (i) the quasi 3D view
of the simulation model near the tip. (ii-iii) zoom-in views of
the tip region with (ii) a hemispherical shape CNE with radius
38.5nm and (iii) a flat CNE. (iv) mesh distribution near the tip
of hemispherical shape CNE.
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Figure 5.13:

FEM simulation results (a) The Electric field distribution near
the nanopipette tip when a GNP is at the nanopore orifice
(Z=1µm, r=0nm). The white arrows indicate the direction of
the field, and the color bar shows the intensity of the field. The
axis symmetry line is at r=0. (b) The distributions of potential
(top) and Z component electric field (Ez=dV/dZ) (bottom)
along the yellow dash line showing in (a). Both plots contain
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The ionic current (black) changes of the nanopore and potential
(red) change at the CNE as a function of GNP center position
in Z direction along the axis symmetry line. (d) The evolution
of the ∆V-Z plots as the surface charge density of the GNP
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increase. The surface charge densities at the surface of quartz,
CNE and GNP are -5 mC/m2, 0 mC/m2 and -24 mC/m2
respectively, if not mentioned otherwise.
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Figure 5.14:

(a) Electric potential distribution near the tip region. (b) The net
ion distribution near the tip region. Only potassium and chlorine
ions are considered in the simulation. (c) The potential changes
versus the GNP center position along Z axis at different GNP
and CNE polarization conditions. (d) The potential changes
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distribution for 3 GNPs.
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Figure 6.1:

(a) Schematic of a potentiometric SICM (P-SICM) setup using
the theta nanopipette as a probe. (b) Equivalent circuit model of
the experimental setup.
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Figure 6.3:

Extracellular membrane potential recorded by P-SICM with
fixed point measurement technique. Histograms of extracellular
membrane potential of (a) Melanoma (B16) (red) and
melanocytes (Mela-A) (blue) recorded in 45 mM outside
potassium concentration.(b)melanocytes (Mela-A) recorded in
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mean value became 1.4 ± 0.4 mV and 1.1 ± 0.4 mV for Mela-
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Figure 6.4:
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Figure 6.5:
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Figure 7.1:

(a) Enhanced color topography image of fixed HeLa cell treated
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1: Motivation and Background to Study the Single Cell
Biological cells are fundamental building blocks of every living being. They are
very complex in nature. Many biological experiments are performed on groups of cells
under the assumption that all cells of a particular type are identical. However, recent
evidence from studies of single cells reveals that this assumption is incorrect.1 Individual
cells within the same generation may differ dramatically, and these differences can have
important consequences for the health and function. Even in the same types and same
generation of cells, there exists significant differences in cell morphology as well as
patterns of extracellular membrane potential distributions at different stages of the cell
cycle. On the living cell membrane, there are multiple microdomains of membrane
potential induced by systematically distributed ion channels and pumps.2 These
systematically distributed ion channels lead to physiological micro-domains around an
individual living cell or a cluster of cells. Recently, the existence of multiple microdomains
of extracellular membrane potential around individual cells have been explored by voltage
reporter dye using fluorescence microscopy.2-4 The new information of these patterns of
long lasting extracellular membrane potential plays a vital role in regulating important cell
activities such as embryonic patterning, regenerative repair, and reduction of cancerous
disorganization.5
To better understand single cell behaviors and the dynamic patterns of extra cellular
membrane potential, it is necessary to acquire the details of these membrane potentials with
high spatial resolution and reasonable time resolution (~ms). Although fluorescence
microscopy allows real-time monitoring of a variety of extracellular and intracellular
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bioelectric signals at the single cell level2, 3, 6, its spatial resolution is still not enough to
resolve the subcellular structures and its signals. Furthermore, fluorescence microscopy
images cannot give the quantitative measurement of the extracellular membrane potential.
In addition to Fluorescence microscopy, several other techniques have also been used to
understand bioelectric signals at the cell membrane. In the last two decades, scanning probe
microscopy techniques mainly, Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) and Scanning Ion
Conductance Microscopy (SICM) have been used for imaging and analysis of the
biological specimens. However, SICM is preferred to AFM for imaging and analysis of
fragile and complex live cell membranes because SICM can take the images of the samples
without touching on its surface with comparable resolution with AFM.
1.2: Scanning Probe Microscopy
Scanning probe microscopy (SPM) is a branch of microscopy which uses a physical
probe to form images by raster scanning over of the specimen. The first SPM was invented
in 1981 by Gerd Binnig and Heinrich Rohrer for imaging surfaces at the atomic level. After
the invention of STM, many variations of probe based microscopy have been developed.
Among them, atomic force microscopy (AFM) and scanning ion conductance microscopy
(SICM) are widely applied SPM techniques in the field of nanobiophysics.
1.2.1: Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is very versatile and powerful scanning probe
microscopy technique for studying different types of samples such as thin and thick film
coatings, ceramics, composites, glasses, synthetic and biological membranes, metals,
polymers, and semiconductors at the nanoscale. 7 It is versatile because an AFM not only
generates three-dimensional topography images with angstrom scale resolution, but it also
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reveals various types of surface properties.

8-11

Furthermore, it has been widely applied to

investigate the properties of single molecules such as DNA, protein complexes, and
nanoparticles as well as to detect intermolecular forces.12-16 An AFM uses a cantilever with
a very sharp tip at its end which is used to scan over a sample surface. As the tip approaches
the sample surface, the force between the tip and the sample results into a deflection of the
cantilever. The deflection of the cantilever reveals the surface topology of the sample with
nanometer precision. It can be operated in both air and liquid environment. However, for
the biological samples, liquid imaging is performed because imaging biological samples in
liquid environment help them to provide the physiological environment. The AFM has
three standard imaging mode which is described in brief in below.
1.2.1.1: Contact Mode
In contact mode AFM, the tip scans over the sample surface with direct contact.
The contact force (repulsive force) during imaging causes the cantilever to bend. As the
cantilever bend, the position of the laser beam focused on the back of the cantilever changes
which is detected by the position sensitive photodiode. Once cantilever deflection is
detected by photodiode, the true topographic image is generated. Topography images in
the contact mode are acquired in either constant height mode or constant force mode. In
constant height mode, the height of the scanner is fixed, and the variation of the cantilever
deflection is directly recorded as a topography image of the sample. The constant-height
mode is useful for taking atomic-scale images of atomically flat surfaces, where the
variation of force between the tip and the sample are small. In constant force mode, the
cantilever deflection is maintained constant by moving the scanner up and down according
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to the surface features. The movement of the scanner in the z direction is recorded as the
topography image. The constant force mode is preferred for most of the applications.
Because of the continuous contact between the tip and the sample, there is always
a risk to damage the sample as well as the tip. The contact mode imaging is only good for
the hard surface. But the image resolution is very high in contact mode in comparison
tapping mode and non-contact mode.
1.2.1.2: Non-Contact Mode:
In non-contact mode, the tip vibrates above the sample with its resonance frequency
by keeping certain distance (50Å - 150Å) between the tip and the sample
surface. Attractive Van der Waals forces acting between the tip and the sample are detected
and used to generate the topography image of the sample. Since the attractive Van der
Walls force is much weaker than the repulsive contact mode force, the image resolution is
not very good. Furthermore, in the liquid mode, the range of the Van der Walls force is
dominated by the liquid contamination layer which makes the imaging very difficult.
However, there is no risk of sample damage because of the constant interaction between
the tip and sample surface like in contact mode. Hence this mode is preferred for the soft
samples like biological samples.
1.2.1.3: Tapping Mode:
Tapping mode AFM was developed to combine the advantages of contact mode
and non-contact mode imaging. In tapping mode, the cantilever is oscillated above the
sample surface nearly or exactly at its resonant frequency with an amplitude in the range
of 10-100nm. The feedback loop is set to make the constant amplitude of the cantilever
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oscillation. Hence, the oscillating cantilever records the topography features of the sample
by contacting the sample surface intermittently and very gently. With the tapping mode
technique, the very soft and fragile biological samples can be imaged successfully with
high resolution.
1.2.1.4: Phase Imaging:
Phase imaging is another advantage of tapping mode which can be recorded
simultaneously with topography image. The phase image is generated by mapping the
phase shift of the cantilever oscillation during tapping mode scanning. It is a powerful
approach to imaging that provides extra information about surface structure with a
nanometer-scale resolution which often not revealed by other SPM techniques. It can give
more information than the simple topographical mapping to detect variations in
composition, adhesion, friction, viscoelasticity, and so on. Phase imaging can be applied
to the mapping of different components in a complex material, identification of
contaminants and differentiation of hard and soft region.
1.2.2: Scanning Ion Conductance Microscopy (SICM)
1.2.2.1: History of SICM
After the introduction of scanning tunneling microscopy (STM)
atomic force microscopy (AFM)
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in 1981 and

in 1985 by Binnig and Rohler, many variations of

scanning probe based microscopes have been developed.
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Scanning ion conductance

microscopy (SICM) is one of them, which was originally designed by Hansma and
coworkers in 1989 for imaging nanoporous and non-conductive polymer membrane22 and
later applied to image soft living cell membranes under physiological conditions by
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Korchev’s group.23 SICM is a unique combination of patch-clamp24 and SPM technique.23
The development of SICM is driven by several active research areas, including Biophysics,
electrophysiology, electrochemistry and nanotechnology.25-28 As a result of the
improvement in feedback control system in recent years, SCIM has emerged as a powerful
and reliable imaging and analytical tool to noninvasively study living cells with high spatial
resolution under physiological conditions at different levels of organization (tissue, cellular
and subcellular levels). In the early days, all the SICM units were home-built. At the time
of writing this dissertation, SICM is now commercially available and can be purchased
from Ionscope and Park Systems. The SICM setup is often housed on an inverted optical
microscope so that the tip approach process can be guided optically. The detailed
description of the principle of SICM and various feedback mechanisms is discussed in the
following sections.
1.2.2.2: Principal of the SICM
A typical setup of SICM is shown in Figure 1.1. An electrolyte-filled glass or quartz
pipette is used as the probe to raster scan the targeted surfaces immersed in the electrolyte
with high spatial resolution. A pipette puller can easily and reproducibly prepare the
nanopipette with tens of nanometer opening at the tip. A potential difference is applied
between the pipette electrode (which is inserted inside the pipette) and the bath electrode
(immersed in the bath solution). The electrodes are normally silver/silver chloride
electrodes. Because of the applied potential bias between these two electrodes, steady state
ion current 𝐼0 flows through the nanopipette which is mainly determined by the inner
diameter of the nanopipette when the pipette is far from a sample of interest. When the
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nanopipette tip approaches close to the sample surface of interest, the ionic current through
the nanopipette 𝐼0 is strongly affected by the access resistance( 𝑅𝑎𝑐 ), which is a function
of the distance z between the nanopipette tip and the surface. Hence, the magnitude of ion
currents 𝐼0 depends on the applied bias and the total resistance of the pipette (𝑅𝑇 ), which
includes the resistance of the pipette (𝑅𝑝 ), and the access resistance between the pipette
tip and the sample surface (𝑅𝑎𝑐 ), which can be described mathematically by following
equation 1.1.29
𝑉

𝐼(𝑍) = 𝑅 = 𝑅

𝑉

1.1

𝑝 +𝑅𝑎𝑐

𝑇

The pipette resistance 𝑅𝑝 can be calculated geometrically by following equation 1.2
𝑅𝑝 = 𝑅𝑒𝑥𝑡 + 𝑅𝑖𝑛𝑡

1.2

1

Where 𝑅𝑒𝑥𝑡 = 4𝑘𝑟 , is the external resistance of the nanopipette, and
𝑖

𝑅𝑖𝑛𝑡 =

1
𝜋𝑘𝑟𝑖 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜃

, is the internal resistance of the nanopipette, where 𝑟𝑖 is the inner radius

of the nanopipette tip opening, 𝑘 is the conductivity of the electrolyte solutions and the 𝜃
is the half cone angle of the nanopipette. Equation 1.2 can be rewrite as follow,
𝑅𝑃 =

1

1

4k𝑟𝑖

+ 𝜋𝑘𝑟 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜃

1.3

𝑖

For our nanopipette, the half cone angle 𝜃 is very small. When 𝜃 is small we can ignore
the first term of the equation 1.3 and 𝑅𝑃 can be calculated from the following equation 1.3.
𝑅𝑃 ≈

1

1.4

𝜋𝑘𝑟𝑖 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜃

The pipette resistance 𝑅𝑃 is always constant for the pipettes having same geometry.
Although pipette resistance 𝑅𝑃 is constant for pipettes with the same geometry, access
resistance 𝑅𝑎𝑐 is strongly affected by the distance z between the nanopipette tip and the
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sample. A mathematical description of 𝑅𝑎𝑐 is given by Equation 1.5, where 𝑟𝑜 is the outer
radius of the nanopipette tip opening.
𝑅𝑎𝑐𝑐 ≈

3 𝑟𝑜
𝑙𝑛
2 𝑟𝑖

1.5

𝜋𝑘𝑧

Now, equation 1.1 can be written as following which clearly shows the dependence of ion
currents on probe sample distances.
𝐵

𝑉

𝐼(𝑍) ≈ 𝐼0 (1 + 𝑍 )−1 ; 𝐼0 = 𝑅

(1.6)

𝑝

3

𝑟

2

𝑟𝑖

Where 𝐵 = 𝑙𝑛( 𝑜 )𝑟𝑖 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜃 is the geometric factor.
The relationship between 𝐼0 and distance z can be understand from the approach curve.
Actually approach curve is the current versus distance curve which is recorded during the
approaching of the nanopipette towards the sample surface. When the nanopipette tip is far
from the sample, there is a constant maximum current 𝐼0 , but when it gradually approaches
to the sample surface, there is a sharp decrease in the ionic current with the distance. When
the nanopipette tip approaches near a sample surface, the ion current pathway is affected
by the sample surface and becomes sensitive to the vertical distance between the
nanopipette tip and the sample surface, which can be used as a feedback signal to control
the nanopipette height above the sample surface. A typical approach curve is shown in the
𝐵

figure 1.1(b) which can be fitted by, 𝐼(𝑍) ≈ 𝐼0 (1 + 𝑍 )−1 where B is a geometry constant
and 𝐼0 is the current when the nanopipette is far away from the surface. Since 𝐼(𝑍) is a
function of z, it has been used as the feedback signal to control the vertical position of the
pipette during the imaging. By recording the vertical motion of the pipette as it follows the
sample surface, one can generate a topographic image.
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Figure 1.1: (a) Schematic of a Scanning Ion Conductance Microscopy. An electrolyte filled
nanopipette is mounted on the Z- piezo and brought into the vicinity of the sample of
interest, which is immersed in bath solution and fixed on an x-y piezo stage and can be
monitored by an inverted optical microscope. An applied bias between the bath electrode
and pipette electrode generates ion current, and the current is used as feedback to control
the pipette movement. (b) A typical approach curve (I-z curve) (black curve) and its fitting
(red curve). 𝑰𝒔𝒑 is the setpoint current, which is normally 2% lower than 𝑰𝟎 .
1.2.3: Imaging Modes of the SICM
If we examine the difference in feedback mechanisms, there are three imaging
modes for SICM: direct current (DC) mode, alternating current (AC) mode and hopping
mode (or approach-retract (ARS) mode). I describe each imaging mode as follows.
1.2.3.1: Direct Current (DC) Mode
Direct current (DC) mode is also known as constant distance mode. In this mode,
the nanopipette is lowered toward the sample until a predefined setpoint current is
achieved. The pipette is then moved over the contours of the surface by maintaining the
ionic current constant through continuous adjustment of the z-axis.30 The z-position of the
pipette determines the topography of the sample. The image resolution is highly dependent
on the nanopipette size. The mode is only applicable to very flat samples because it does
not detect steep slopes in the uneven sample. During imaging, nanopipette may contact the
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sample and break the nanopipette tip. There is also the very high risk of the electrode drift
and system may lose the feedback control after a long time of scanning.
1.2.3.1: Alternating Current (AC) Mode
In alternating current (AC) mode, the nanopipette oscillates vertically on the sample
surface along with its usual movement. When the nanopipette is far from the sample
surface, there is the constant steady current like in the DC mode, so the nanopipette is
lowered towards the sample surface. When the height of the nanopipette on the surface
starts to modulate in the z-direction, the modulated current wave is generated which is used
as a signal for the feedback mechanism to control the height of the nanopipette.31 Image
resolution also depends on the pore size of the nanopipette as in DC mode. However, AC
mode can apply to the more complex samples than the DC mode with less electrode drift.
AC mode can be used for the real-time monitoring of the samples with higher resolutions.
1.2.3.3: Hopping Mode or Approach-Retract Scan (ARS) Mode
Hopping mode SICM is developed to scan very complex surface features such as
neuron cells.32,

33

There is no continuous feedback mechanism to control the pipette

position above the sample as in DC and AC mode. In the hopping mode, nano-pipette
approaches the sample surface only at the selected imaging points. A different reference
current point is set at each selected imaging points. As the pipette approaches towards the
sample, the current drops rapidly. When current drop reaches a predefined value, so called
the set-point value, the z-axis position of the pipette is recorded, and the z-piezo withdraws
the pipette from the surface. At each imaging point, a reference current is also measured
when the pipette is far from the sample surface. The sample is then moved to a next imaging
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point by the x-y piezo, and the same cycle starts again. The image resolutions and total
time for the imaging are mainly determined by the number of imaging points. In comparing
to DC and AC imaging mode, this mode can take very high-resolution images of the highly
contoured biosamples. Hopping mode is normally used for cell imaging. The major
drawback of hopping mode is the slow speed.
The lower resolution image of the sample of interest is acquired at first and then
image more complex areas of the sample with higher resolution to reduce the imaging
time.21 In hopping mode, to expedite the imaging, the whole scan area is subdivided into
the equal squared shaped areas (represented by pixel x pixel). The roughness of the every
area is estimated by measuring the height difference at each corner. If the average
roughness of the squared area is high, the higher resolution image is acquired. But, if the
average roughness of the squared area is low, lower resolution image is acquired. The
withdrawn height of the nanopipette also can be adjusted just above the predetermined
roughness of each square area. Hence, it can save the time by preventing withdraw of the
nanopipette all the way up.
Recently, Korchev’s group have developed a fast speed hopping mode SICM by
using the fast shear piezo-actuator which has the capability to track the dynamic
interactions between a single nanoparticle and a single cell. 25
1.2.4: Advantages of SICM for the Living Cell Imaging
There are several advantages of using SICM to study living cells in comparison to
the other SPM techniques. The SICM enables noninvasive topography image of living cell
membrane in their native environment with tens of nanometer scale resolution. The SICM
has been applied to investigate important cell activities at the subcellular and cellular
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levels, including dynamic changes in plasma membrane morphology associated with
endocytosis and exocytosis, 34, 35 and dynamics of cellular surface assembly of living cells.
36, 37

SICM has also resolved the location, structure and dynamics of single protein and

protein complex in the cell membrane. 38, 39 Researchers have been demonstrated that the
SICM can track the membrane structure changes of the same cell up to several days in an
environment control chamber. 36, 37, 40, 41 The long term study will also be extremely helpful
for observing slow cell activities, such as cell migration and volume changes,42 in real
time. Another SPM method, atomic force microscopy (AFM) has been widely used for
cell topography imaging. However, soft cells are often slightly deformed by the mechanical
force during the AFM imaging because of the interaction between the AFM probe and the
sample surface even in the tapping mode. Interested readers can refer to a previous report
for a detailed comparison between the SICM and the AFM when imaging fibroblast or
myoblast cells.
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The SICM showed comparable resolution as the AFM, but no elastic

deformation of cells was found in the topography images. SICM is an open system and can
be integrated with a range of other techniques, including patch clamping,
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scanning

electrochemical microscopy (SECM), 44 confocal microscopy, 34 Raman spectroscopy, and
scanning near-field optical microscopy (SNOM).

45

The auxiliary measurements can

enable the quantitative measurements of various cellular parameters such as single ionchannel currents, membrane potentials, the flux of electroactive small molecules
transported in and out of the cells, and cell membrane permeability. One of the major goals
of this dissertation is to integrate the commercially available SICM set-up to study the
morphologies and the extracellular membrane potential of the single living cells at the same
time.
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1.3: Different Aspect of Live Cell Imaging With SICM
In this section, recent developments in operation and instrumentation of SICM and
some of the most notable studies with this technique are introduced.
1.3.1: Topography Imaging of Nanoparticles-Living Cell Membrane
A thorough understanding of the interactions between natural and engineered
nanoparticles (NPs) and cell surface is essential for the development of the fundamental
knowledge of cell biology, the drug and gene delivery methods and the awareness of
possible toxicity of engineered nanoparticles. Transmission electron microscopes (TEMs)
can provide very high-resolution images of both NPs and cells.
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However, it is not

possible to study the dynamic process of the NP-cell membrane interactions in native
conditions. Fluorescence microscopy is the main method to study the effect of NPs to living
cells. However, it is challenging to reveal structural changes with high resolution on the
cell membrane. Also, the NPs need to be labeled, and this can be undesirable sometimes.
As a label-free method, AFM is often used. However, AFM also has the drawbacks as I
discussed earlier.
SICM has been successfully used to take high-resolution topography images of the
living cell membranes in their native environment. Several groups have studied
various types of living cell and the dynamics of membrane features.

21, 46-48

23, 46-51

Besides the

study of the cell membrane features, pioneering studies of the dynamic interactions
between NPs and the living cell membranes have been carried out. Korchev and
collaborators did a series of experiments to study the endocytosis of single polyoma viruslike particles (VLPs) on the living COS7 cell surface with the help of SICM. The cell
surface was treated with the fluorescently labeled VLPs and studied using scanning surface
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confocal microscopy (SSCM) technique to track the interaction of VLPs with the cell
membrane. The SSCM technique is a combination of SICM and confocal microscopy.

49

By acquiring concurrent SICM topography and fluorescence microscope images, they
correlate the corresponding topographical features with the fluorescence images and
unambiguously differentiate VLPs from other submicron features of the cell surface using
high-resolution SSCM.34 They successfully observed the attachment and distribution of
VLPs in the cell membrane. The same group then did successive studies to understand the
molecular nature of endocytic pits in the apical membrane of both fixed and living cells,
which are clathrin–green fluorescent protein (GFP) transfected COS7 cells.

50

They were

not only able to observe the geometric structures of the pits, but also to determine their
type. Among the identified pits, 89% were clathrin-coated pits (CCPs). They further
investigated the dynamics of these clathrin coated pits.51 Interestingly, about 70% of pits
were disappeared after covering by the protrusion grew from one side of the pit. Those
protrusions and pits disappeared together with pit-associated clathrin–enhanced GFP
(EGFP) and actin–binding protein-EGFP (Abp1-EGFP),
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as suggested by the

fluorescence images.
Recently, Korchev and his coworkers have demonstrated the capability of the
SICM to follow the processes of single nanoparticle interactions with the living cell
membrane. 25 They used both conventional hopping mode SICM and confocal fluorescence
microscopy to image interactions between a single NP (about 200nm carboxyl-modified
particles (CMPs)) and the membrane of human alveolar epithelial type 1-like (AT1) cells.
Obvious membrane protrusions were clearly observed during the internalization of the
CMPs. But they found that some dynamics of membrane processes were clearly faster than
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the frame rate of conventional hopping mode SICM set-up. To address the fast dynamics
of cell membrane activities, they developed a fast SICM using fast shear piezo-actuator.
They were able to track the dynamic interactions between a single CMP and AT1-like cells
at a rate 15s/frame using both the fast SICM technique and confocal fluorescence
microscopy. The fast SICM technique is advantageous to reveal in real time not only the
virus entry pathway but also the corresponding cell morphology changes during the
endocytosis of nanoparticles. Also, this imaging technique can assess targeting ability of
functionalized nanoparticles designed for drug delivery.
1.3.2: Electrochemical Imaging of Living Cell Membrane
Electrochemical imaging of the living cell membranes has received a great deal of
attention because its potential to reveal their microscopic structural and physiological
properties.

52-58

Scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM) has been developed to

investigate localized electrochemical reactions and reveal the spatial distribution of
electrochemical activities of a sample surface immersed in an electrolyte containing redox
molecules.

59-64

In recent years, SECM has been applied to the living cell analysis and

imaging and showed success in understanding cell activities (such as cellular respiration
and signal transduction) by monitoring the release or consumption of small molecules in
the vicinity of the cell membrane. 65 SECM uses a partially insulated ultramicroelectrode
(UME) or nanoelectrode as the probe and redox current as the feedback signal. When the
electrode approaches near the sample surface, the redox current on the probe tip changes
to the electrochemical properties of the sample surfaces. When the UME raster scans above
the sample surface, the electrochemical activities of the sample surface can be mapped.
The surface electrochemical recognition capability of SECM is attractive for living cell
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imaging application. However, the position feedback mechanism of SECM is often not
enough to achieve sub-micron spatial resolution, especially for the complicated cell
membrane. In contrast, SICM has proven especially beneficial for imaging various cell
surfaces with very high spatial resolution. However, SICM lacks the chemical recognition
capabilities. Therefore, SICM images often need to be complemented with fluorescence
images to interpret the data. Because of the similarities between SICM and SECM,
researchers have developed hybrid SECM/SICM technique to utilize the advantages and
overcome the drawbacks of both techniques.

44, 66, 67

A representative set up of

SECM/SICM is shown in Figure 1.2a. This hybrid technique provides robust height control
and enables higher resolution electrochemical imaging of living cell membranes.
Multifunctional probe with both nanopipette and nanoelectrode components is
needed for hybrid SECM/SICM technique. Several methods have been developed and
reported previously. The fabricated probes can be roughly divided into two types. The first
type of probe can be fabricated by depositing a conductive layer (i.e., gold or platinum (Pt))
on the outside wall of a single barrel nanopipette (Figure 1.2b). The electrode shape can be
either ring structure

44

or stripe structure.

68

The conductive layer will be further coated

with a Parylene 69 or electrophoretic paint 44, 70 or atomic layer deposition (ALD) method
deposited alumina oxide layer for insulating. The insulating layer can also improve the
mechanical, chemical and electrochemical stability of the probe. Focused ion beam (FIB)
can also be used to precisely expose the electrode surface if necessary. However, the
throughput will be low, and the cost will be high if using FIB. Using the first type of probe,
Hersam and coworkers demonstrated simultaneous topography and electrochemical
imaging and which resolve 180 nm size gold patterns on a flat substrate.
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71

Matsue and

Korchev’s groups were able to differentiate horse radish peroxidase (HRP) and glucose
oxidase (GOD) spotted enzyme patterns on the glass substrate with submicrometer
resolution.

44

The second type is based on dual barrel nanopipettes made from theta

micropipettes (see the probe in Figure 5.1a).

72

One pore can be filled with pyrolytic

carbon73 or gold or platinum by electroless plating. 74 The pyrolytic carbon electrode can
be further modified with gold or Pt NPs if needed. The other pore will remain open for
ionic current measurement in SICM mode. The fabrication of the second type of electrode
is easier than the first type. Korchev and collaborators developed and tested the type of
probe (named double-barrier carbon nanoprobe, DBCNP). The DBCNPs can reveal about
200nm pores in polyethylene terephthalate (PET) membranes in both topography and
electrochemical images. Several research groups are continuing to develop facial, quick
and cost-effective methods to make reproducible and reliable probes which can be
applicable for SICM/SECM. 75-78
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Figure1.2: SECM/SICM hybrid technique. (a) The schematic of a typical SECM/SICM
setup using a double-barrier carbon nanoprobe (DBCNP). (b) The Schematic of type one
SECM/SICM probes with stripe structure (top) and ring structure (bottom) metal electrode
respectively. The ring structure figure is reprinted with permission from ref 34 (copyright
2010, ACS Publishing Group).
The SICM/SECM technique has been successfully used in living cell imaging.
Matsue and Korchev’s groups were able to get the topography, and electrochemical images
of the convoluted living cell surface like that of the superior cervical ganglion (SCG), A6
live cells, and cardiomyocytes with higher spatial resolution using hopping mode feedback
mechanism of SICM. In the SCG cell image, varicosities which control the neuron
transduction and axon formation were clearly visualized. In an A6 living cell image, tight
junction area and ridge-like structures formed because of the microvilli were revealed.
Furthermore, they were able to characterize the permeation property of living cell
membranes by monitoring the Faradic current of electroactive substances such as O2,
K4[Fe(CN)6], and FcCH2OH on cardiomyocytes. Korchev and collaborators demonstrated
the capability of the DBCNPs by simultaneously recording topography and potential
images of the living-sensory neurons and differentiated P12 cells.73 They also
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demonstrated the capability for localized K+ delivery and simultaneous neurotransmitter
detection from P12 cells. Although the electrochemical imaging by SECM/SICM with the
DBCNPs provides high spatial resolution, the chemical sensitivity is reduced or lost. Paolo
et al. demonstrated platinum coated carbon nanoelectrode could significantly enhance its
electrochemical recognition function in the single cell analysis. 79 Mustafa and coworkers
have fabricated new platinum-based double barrel probes to enhance the electrochemical
signal of SECM/SICM. 80 They deposited platinum electrochemically over the carbon side
of the DBCNPs which amplifies the electrochemical response of the nanoelectrode because
of the enlarged total flux of the electroactive species at the electrode surface. They used
the Pt deposited DBCNP probe for electrochemical imaging of immunocytochemically
stained EGFR proteins in A431 cells and found increased sensitivity and resolution for the
electrochemical images.
1.4: Extracellular Potential Mapping of Living Cell Membrane
Besides the topographical and electrochemical imaging, electrical potential or
surface charge measurement and mapping are another important progress of SICM.
Inspired by the voltage scan technique developed by Fromter in 1972,

81

and the study of

trans and paracellular conductivity of flat epithelial cells by Formm and coworkers with
the technique,

82-88

researchers are striving to use the robust feedback mechanism of the

SICM to study local potential distributions of porous membranes with high spatial
resolution. By using the modified SICM technique, it is possible to position the probe very
close to the living cell membrane and record submicron resolution extracellular potential
distributions near the living cell membrane along with its topography image.
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Recently the Baker’s group has developed potentiometric SICM (P-SICM) to
record both ionic current and potential of a sample surface immersed in the electrolyte
solution.

89-91

The P-SICM uses the double barrel quartz theta nanopipettes. Ag/AgCl

electrodes are inserted into both electrolyte-filled barrels. One barrel is used for the position
control of the nanopipette by sensing the ionic current. The other barrel is used for the
potential measurement on the reference electrode immersed in the bath solution. Baker’s
group did a series of experiments on the porous silicon nitride (SiN) membrane using both
small (60 nm diameter) and large (175 nm diameter) theta nanopipettes to demonstrate the
capability of the P-SICM quantitatively. The geometries of the nanopores in the SiN
membrane were well-calibrated by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). They were able
to take potential images of the nanopores in the SiN membrane, and the 68 nm diameter
nanopore in the SiN membrane can still be recognized. They also simultaneously recorded
ionic current and potential across a particular nanopore during a single line scan. As
expected, the pore geometry was better resolved with the small diameter nanopipette. Also,
the measured nanopore diameter of the potential image is bigger than the actual nanopore
diameter, and the discrepancy is bigger for large nanopipette. The bigger pore diameter in
the potential image is attributed to the enlarged electric field distribution region beyond the
nanopore periphery and the bigger probe-sample distance for large nanopipette during
imaging. They also confirmed the potential electrode of the theta pipette measures the
potential at the pipette tip, and the potential drop at the tip is because of the increased access
resistance when probe-sample distance decreases. Therefore the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) of potential measurement can be improved by using a smaller diameter nanopipette.
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However, we need to pay the price for the increased SNR of ionic current for small
nanopipette.
Baker’s group has also used the P-SICM technique to study living cells. They
distinguished transcellular and paracellular conductive pathway in epithelial cells and
reported that the SNR for potentiometric measurement was better than the ionic current
measurement. 89 Although the potential and the ionic current can be measured at the same
time at selected positions of the cell membrane, simultaneous recording topography and
potential images of the whole cell have not been reported yet. It is one of my major research
project for my dissertation.
1.5: Overview of the Research Projects and Results
The ultimate goal of my dissertation is to develop the multifunctional SICM
techniques for single cell studies. To achieve my goal, in the beginning, morphology
change of fixed HeLa cells were studied during the endocytosis of the conjugated polymer
nanoparticles (CPNs) with SICM. Only the topography images were recorded and analyzed
in the first project. After familiar of the SICM imaging technique, commercially available
SICM was integrated to record the both topography and potential images of the living cells.
For the potential imaging required hardware and software were developed. Double barrel
theta pipette was used to map the topography and the extracellular potential distribution of
the living melanoma and melanocytes. However, the sensitivity of the potential
measurement was pretty low only with bare theta pipette. The multifunctional nanopipette
was developed and used to increase the sensitivity of the potential measurement.
The high quality probe is always very important for all types of SPM techniques.
So, multifunctional nanopipettes were fabricated and characterized by using scanning
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electron microscopy (SEM), ionic current measurement and cyclic voltammetry
measurement. The pyrolytic carbon deposited one barrel of the theta nanopipette and the
other barrel was remain open. The theta nanopore/carbon electrode was used to
demonstrate its capability for simultaneous detection of ionic current and local electrical
potential changes during translocation of 40 nm sized, charged gold nanoparticles (GNPs)
through the nanopore. The observed experimental result successfully demonstrated local
potential change during translocation of a single GNP with perfect correlation with current
change as well as collective potential change because of a cluster of GNPs outside the
nanopore entrance. The sensitivity of the potential measurement was even better than the
sensitivity of the ionic current measurement.
Finite element numerical simulations were also performed to understand the
fundamental charge sensing mechanism during the translocation of the 40 nm charged
GNPs through the nanopore/ nanoelectrode using similar conditions as we used in our
experiment. The simulation results were similar to the experimental results. Altogether,
these results suggest that multifunctional nanopipette is a new nanopore type biosensor for
DNA, protein, nanoparticle and virus analysis with various size and charge. The
multifunctional nanopipette can also directly used as a probe for the hybrid SICM/SECM
technique.
Moreover, my dissertation presents the study of size and shape of the conjugated
polymer nanoparticles (CPNs) under complexation of Hyaluronic Acid with the Atomic
Force Microscopy (AFM) techniques. Core−Shell nanoparticles via controlled aggregation
of semiflexible conjugated polymer and hyaluronic acid were synthesized for the targeted
drug and gene delivery.Size and shape of these polymer nanoparticles play a very critical
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role in drug delivery. So to confirm its size and shape of these core-shell nanoparticles,
AFM was used to image these nanoparticles with tapping mode in air. Both topography
and phase images clearly demonstrated donut shaped core-shell nanoparticles with later
size about 58 ± 13 nm which was pretty similar to the hydrodynamic radius measured by
the dynamic light scattering technique.
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CHAPTER 2: METHODS AND MATERIALS
This dissertation used three imaging techniques, Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM),
Scanning Ion Conductance Microscopy (SICM), and Fluorescence Microscopy to study
and analyze single cells, single nanoparticles, and the interaction between the cell
membrane and nanoparticles during endocytosis. It also provides the details of the
multifunctional probe fabrication and its characterization. In overall, this chapter presents
all the methods, experimental and theoretical, which I used to complete my dissertation
research.
2.1: Characterization of Conjugated Polymer Nanoparticles (CPNs) With Atomic Force
Microscopy
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is a powerful tool to characterize the size and
shape of the polymer nanoparticles. It can generate the three-dimensional topographic
images of the sample features with sub-nanometer resolution. Tapping mode atomic force
microscopy was used to image the conjugated polymer nanoparticles (CPNs). Phase
images were recorded simultaneously with topography images. The sample was prepared
on a mica surface. The component (3-aminopropyl) triethoxysilane (APTES) was vapor
deposited on a freshly cleaved mica surface for 80 min in a desiccator filled with dry Argon.
30 μL of CP/HA complex in deionized (DI) water was placed on the APTES coated mica
and incubated for 30-45 min in a laminar flow hood. The droplet was then rinsed away
with ~1 mL DI water (18 M ohm) and dried gently with dry argon. Images were acquired
with a MultiMode5 AFM microscope (Bruker, Santa Barbara, CA) operated in tapping
mode in air using a 1.58-1.62 V oscillation amplitude with uncoated silicon AFM tips
(T190, vistaprobes, k ~ 40N/m) at a resonance frequency of 190 kHz. Typically, areas of
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1 × 1 μm2 were scanned at a rate of 0.5-1 Hz and a resolution of 512 × 512 pixels. All the
experiments were performed at room temperature. The images were further processed by
Image Analysis Software Gwyddion.
2.2: Scanning Ion Conductance Microscopy (SICM) for Single Cell Membrane Imaging
A commercial SICM (XE-Bio, Park Systems) was used to study the change in
morphology of the fixed HeLa cell as well as living HeLa cell membranes during
endocytosis of polymer nanoparticles by recording the topography images. The SICM was
housed on an inverted optical microscope (Nikon Eclipse Ti-U) to locate the nanopipette
tip on the position of interest, and the optical images were captured by a CCD camera
(UEye). The whole system was placed on an air-floated optical table to reduce mechanical
noise. Approach-Retract Scanning (ARS) mode (or so-called hopping mode)1was used to
control nanopipette position during SICM imaging. The scheme of the SICM setup is
shown in Figure 1.1a. An optical microscope image showing both the cells and the pipette
tip is shown in Figure 2.1. A typical approaching curve (current vs. distance) is shown in
Figure 1.1b. The curve can be fitted by equation 2.1 (see in the section 2.2.2.2). The set
point ionic current Isp (indicated by the red dash line) for imaging is 98% of the initial
current I0.
The time to acquire a 256 × 256 pixel SICM image was typically 40–50 min. The
instrument lateral (x-y) resolution was about 50 nm, which was close to the nanopipette
inner diameter.2The typical image resolution was about 100–150 nm/pixel. The vertical (z)
direction resolution was about 10 nm. It should be noted that SICM can measure the height
of soft objects with little mechanical compression. The x-y and z resolution were confirmed
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by using soft PDMS microstructures and single and double membrane layers of broken red
blood cells.3

Figure 2.1: The optical image of nanopipette located above living HeLa cell monolayer
before performing scanning (scale bar 20 µm), the arrowhead points the location of
nanopipette, which is much larger than the real size of the nanopipette tip.
2.2.1: Nanopipette Fabrication
The SICM uses the nanopipette as a probe. For only the topography images, single
barrel borosilicate glass nanopipette was used, while for the simultaneous imaging of the
potential and topography features double barrel quartz theta nanopipette was used.
2.2.1.1: Single Barrel Glass Nanopipette
The borosilicate glass capillary tubes with filament and fire polished (BF100-5815), Sutter Instrument) were first cut in the middle with a diamond pencil to make two
equal length microcapillary tubes. The edge of the cutting side of those glass pipette was
fire polished manually with the Bunsen burner. Those glass pipettes were cleaned by
piranha (caution: Piranha solutions are highly corrosive and must be handled with extreme
caution) for 30 minutes. The cleaned pipettes rinsed with deionized water, and then dried
in an oven at 120oC for 15 minutes. Glass nanopipettes were fabricated from these cleaned
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capillary tubes by using a laser-based pipette puller (P-2000, Sutter Instrument) with the
following parameters: HEAT=275, FIL=4, VEL=50, DEL=225, PUL=150.
2.2.1.2: Double barrel quartz theta nanopipette
The quartz theta capillary tubes with filament (FG-G QT120-90-7.5, Sutter
Instrument) were first cleaned by Piranha (caution: Piranha solutions are highly corrosive
and need to be handled with extreme caution!) for 30 minutes and then repeatedly rinsed
with deionized water and dried in an oven at 120 oC for overnight. Quartz dual nanopore
nanopipettes were fabricated from these cleaned capillary tubes by using a laser pipette
puller (P-2000, Sutter Instrument) with following parameters: HEAT=825, FIL=3,
VEL=40, DEL=220, PUL=190 for nanopore/carbon-nanoelectrode fabrication. Different
parameters were used during the pulling to adjust the pore diameter according to the
purpose of the experiment. For the living cell membrane extracellular potential
measurement, following parameters were used HEAT=835, FIL=3, VEL=40, DEL=220,
PUL=165 were used.
2.2.2: Nanopipette Characterization
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM), pore conductance measurement and optical
microscope bright field imaging were carried out to characterize the nanopipette pore
geometry.
2.2.2.1: SEM
Field emission scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM, JEOL JSM-6330F) was
used to characterize the nanopipette geometry. The nanopipette was coated with about 5–
6 nm thick gold using auto sputter coater (PELCOSC-7) to make the surface conducting
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and avoid the charging effect during SEM measurements. Figure 2.2a and 2.2b represent
SEM characterization for the geometry of the single barrel glass nanopipette tip. SEM
characterization of the double barrel theta nanopipette tip and size of the nanopore and
carbon electrode of nanopore/CNE is shown in Figures 5.1 in chapter 5. The half cone
angle of fabricated nanopipettes was estimated using ImageJ software. The half cone angle
from the SEM images of the 5 representatives single barrel glass nanopipette and double
barrel quartz theta nanopipette were estimated 2°and 13°respectively. The estimated half
cone angle for nanopipette was used in the simulation geometry as well as for the
estimation of nanopore diameter from IV measurement.

Figure 2.2: SEM image of a typical glass nanopipette used for SICM. (a) Top view of the
nanopipette (scale bar 100 nm).(b) Side view of the nanopipette. The half cone angle is
about 2 degree from the SEM image. The nanopipette was coated with about 5-6 nm thick
gold for SEM imaging.
2.2.2.2: Measurement of pore diameter from the IV measurement
The nanopipette was filled with the same electrolyte (1X PBS) as the bath solution
and an Ag/AgCl wire electrode (prepared by dipping clean 0.2 mm diameter Ag wires in
bleach for 30 minutes) was inserted from the back. The I-V curves of the nanopipette were
measured by a source measure unit 2636A (Keithley Instruments, Cleveland, Ohio). Bias
was applied below 1V, generally (-0.4 to +0.4 V) with a scan rate of 50 mV/s to avoid
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hydrolysis and instability of reference electrodes. All measurements were performed at
room temperature. The measurement setup was housed in a home-built Faraday cage to
reduce external noise.
The inner diameter of the nanopipette was estimated based on current-voltage (IV) curves as shown in figure 2.3a and 2.3b. As demonstrated previously by both
experiments and simulations,4-6 surface charge effect to the I-V curves at low bias range (20mV to +20mV) was ignored, and nanopipette diameter was estimated by using a simple
analytical equation. The following analytical equations 2.1 and 2.2 were used for the single
barrel and double barrel nanopipette respectively.
2

1

D = 𝑘𝑅 (𝜋𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜃)

(2.1)

𝑝

4

1

D = 𝑘𝑅 (𝜋𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜃)

(2.2)

𝑝

where κ is the conductivity of the electrolyte. Nanopore resistance Rp is derived from the
reciprocal of the slope of the linear portion of the I-V curve within a small applied bias
range. (-20 mV to +20 mV) as in Figure 2.3b. From the pore resistance 0.16 GΩ (Figure
2.3c) and half cone angle 2, the calculated pore diameter D is about 74 nm using eq. 2.1.
The calculated size is consistent with the SEM image. Similarly, theta pipette was also
characterized by the IV measurement which has explained in chapter 5 under section
(5.2.1).
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Figure 2.3. (a) The IV curve of a typical glass nanopipette in 1x PBS buffer before
approaching the nanopipette to the substrate surface. The arrow indicates the current
normally used in SICM experiment. (b) The IV curve at small bias range (-20 mV to +20
mV). The red curve is the linear fitting to the experimental data (black dots), and the pore
resistance Rp=0.16GΩ was obtained from the slope of the fitting line. (c) The Histogram
of the pore resistance (Rp) of 10 nanopipettes. The red curve is the Gaussian fit, and the
mean value is 0.16±0.01 GΩ.
2.2.2.3: Optical microscope bright field imaging
An optical microscope (Nikon Eclipse Ti-U) with 40X lens was also used to
characterize the nanopipettes. Figure 2.4a and 2.4b represent the typical optical images of
theta nanopipettes before and after carbon deposition.

Figure 2.4 The optical images (a) a dual-nanopore nanopipette (before carbon deposition)
where the black arrow indicates the separation between two barrels. (b) nanopore/CNE
nanopipette (after carbon deposition) where the black arrow indicates the filled solid
carbon only in one barrel.
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2.2.3: Confocal Fluorescence Imaging
A confocal microscope generates high-resolution images of a specimen as
compared to the conventional fluorescence microscopy. It is designed to eliminate most of
the light from the specimen that is out of the microscope’s focal plane. When the laser
focus is moved over the specimen, the entire image is generated by scanning a single point
at a time in an X-Y manner. By scanning many thin sections from the sample, very clean
and high-resolution three-dimensional image of the sample can be reconstructed.7
Fluorescence images of the living, or fixed Hela cells were obtained using a Nikon A1R
confocal fluorescence microscope with 40× oil immersion lens at Prof. V. Moy’s lab at the
University of Miami. The fluorescence was excited by a 488 nm laser, and a band-pass
filter (500–550 nm) was used for imaging CPNs. The HeLa cells (≈ 50 000 per well) were
seeded into a microscopy chamber (1 μ-Slide 8-well ibiTreat, ibidi, Germany) with 0.5 mL
of complete MEM medium. After 24 h of culture at 37 °C, cells were treated with 10 × 10
−6 M of CPN for 1 h and 4 h. After washing with 1 × PBS for three times, some cells were
fixed with 4% (w/v) paraformaldehyde
2.2.4: Data Collection and Analysis
The statistical analysis of data was carried out by XEI (Park Systems), Gwyddion8
and Origin (Origin Lab Corp.) software. Because of the large curvature of the cell surface,
enhanced color topography images were used to reveal the small height changes of the cell
membrane. For enhanced color image, the color of a pixel was determined by how much
of a change it had compared to its neighbors. The height contrast of the image was therefore
enhanced. The surface area ratio (similar to the roughness) of the cell membrane was
calculated over the whole cell membrane, and the cell membrane was separated from the
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substrate by a height threshold method using Gwydion. The surface area ratio data from at
least three cells of each batch was collected and repeated at least three batches to avoid cell
to cell and batch to batch variations. All the data were combined to get statistical mean
values and standard variations.
2.2.5: Calculation of Surface Area Ratio
The surface area ratio was calculated using Gwyddion software as follow. Suppose
surface area as 1 by 1 pixel (0.156 µm by 0.156 µm in current report), 1 by 1 pixel is an
area composed of four different points, as shown in Figure 2.5, each point’s value is named
as Z1, Z2, Z3 and Z4. Z5 is calculated as an average height value from Z1 to Z4, and
located in the middle of them. Now, there is four surface (A1, A2, A3 and A4), which adds
up to the area of 1 by 1 pixel. Geometric Area in Figure 2.5 is shown as the region in the
X-Y panel below the gray area.

Figure 2.5. The schematic of 1 by 1 pixel surface area calculation, the red spot indicates
point’s height, a gray area indicates the surface area, and green area indicates projected
area.
2.3: Multifunctional Scanning Ion Conductance Microscopy (SICM)
The SICM was integrated as a multifunctional Scanning Ion Conduction which can
map topography and potential distribution of the sample at the same time. An illustration
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of the multifunctional SICM experimental setup has shown in chapter 6 in Figure 6.1a.
Double barrel quartz theta nanopipette was used as a multifunctional probe. The Same
electrolyte solution was filled into the both barrel of the theta pipette as well as outside
bath solution. Ag/AgCl electrodes were inserted into both electrolyte-filled barrels. One
barrel was used for the position control of the nanopipette by sensing the ionic current. The
other barrel was used for the potential measurement on the same reference electrode
(Ag/AgCl) used for the ionic current measurement which was immersed in the outside bath
electrolyte. A home-built (prepared by the electronic shop of FIU physics), battery powered
high input impedance (with almost zero current flow through the circuit) differential
amplifier was used to measure the potential difference.
The high-quality probe is always very important for all the SPM techniques.
Multifunctional nanopipettes were fabricated and characterized to enhance the sensitivity
of the potential measurement. The following subsections explain multifunctional probe
fabrication and characterization for the multifunctional SICM. Multifunctional
nanopipettes from quartz theta capillary tubes were fabricated as explained in section 2.1.2.
2.3.1: Pyrolytic Carbon Nanoelectrode Fabrication.
Figure 2.6 shows the schematic setup for the fabrication of pyrolytic carbon
nanoelectrode (CNE) from the theta nanopipette. Previously reported fabrication method
of pyrolytic CNE was followed and modified slightly according to our intend.9 The back
of one barrel of theta nanopipette was blocked with a removable plug (Blu-tack) to prevent
carbon deposition, and butane gas flowed through the opened barrel of a dual-nanopore
nanopipette. The taper of the theta nanopipette was inserted into another quartz pipette
(O.D 1.0 mm and I.D. 0.7 mm; Sutter Instrument). Argon flow was passed through the
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protection quartz pipette to prevent oxidation of the formed CNE tip and the bending of
the nanopipette tip at high temperature. Home-built precision pressure meters were used to
monitor the argon and butane gas flow. The pressures for argon and butane gas flow are
0.5 kPa and 25kPa respectively. The nanopipette tip was heated with a butane torch
(Blazer) for 30-40 seconds to form a solid pyrolytic carbon nanoelectrode. The prepared
CNEs were investigated by an optical microscope, cyclic voltammetry (CV) and scanning
electron microscope (SEM).

Figure 2.6. The Schematic setup for the fabrication of CNE from the theta nanopipette.

2.3.2: Characterization of Carbon-Nanoelectrode with Cyclic Voltammetry (CV) Meathod
Cyclic voltammetry (CV) was performed to assess the size and quality of the carbon
nanoelectrodes (CNEs). The CV measurements were made using a three-electrode cell
using a potentiostat (CHI760D, CH Instruments, Inc., USA). A coper wire coated with
silver paint was inserted into the CNE barrel to make secure contact with the CNE which
was the working electrode. Ag/AgCl wire electrode was used as a quasi-reference
electrode, and spirally coiled Platinum wire (0.25 mm in diameter) was used as the counter
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electrode. The counter electrode was cleaned by sonication in DI water and hydrogen
flaming before its use. Typically sigmoidal shaped steady-state CVs was observed from
the fabricated CNEs as shown in Figure 2.7. The diffusion limited current id of the CV was
used to evaluate the CNE size. The CV of the CNE was collected in 1x PBS solution
containing 1mM Ru(NH3)6+ ions by cycling the electrode potentials at 20 mV/s .
The size of CNEs was calculated from the following formula.
𝑖𝑑 = mFDC√2𝜋𝐴𝑒𝑓𝑓 ,

(2.3)

where m is a geometry factor, F is the Faraday constant (96485 C/mol), D and C are the
diffusion constant (7.4x10-6 cm2/s) and the bulk concentration of Ru(NH3)6+ ions. The
geometry factor m=1 if the electrode is hemispherical and m changes slightly (normally
less than 10%) for other geometries. For example, m=1.1 if the aspect ratio of an oblate
hemispheroid is 6. The SEM images revealed the aspect ratios of CNEs were in the range
of 2-4. Therefore, m=1 was used for the estimation of Aeff.

Figure 2.7 The steady-state CVs (at a sweep rate 20 mV/s) for 18 CNEs in 1x PBS solution
containing 1mM Ru(NH3)6+ ions.
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2.3.3: Measurement of Nanopore Surface Charge
As reported previously, 4, 5 current-voltage (I-V) curves were used to estimate the
surface charge of inner nanopore surface. As a consequence of the conical shaped geometry
and the surface charge of quartz material, asymmetry shaped IV curves were observed.
Assuming a fixed half-cone angle of the nanopipette, those asymmetric IVs were used for
the estimation of surface charge density of the nanopore, which was quantified by the ion
I

current rectification ratio as r = log |I+|.10 After the fabrication of CNE, the magnitude of
−

the rectification ratio r was reduced.
2.3.4: Data Collection
The ionic current-time (I-t) and potential-time (V-t) traces were recorded using the
experiment setup shown in Figure 2.8. The setup was housed in a home-built Faraday cage
on an air floating optical table to reduce electrical and mechanical noise. One Ag/AgCl
wire electrode was placed inside the nanopipette, and one was placed in the bath. The bath
side was always grounded. The I-t traces were collected at various voltages by Axon 200B
(Molecular Devices Inc., CA) in voltage clamp mode. The potential change at the CNE
was measured by a home-built, battery powered high input impedance differential
amplifier (based on an instrumentation amplifier) at a 10x gain. A digital oscilloscope
(Yokogawa DL850 scopecorder) was used to record the current and potential traces with a
sampling rate 50 kHz. The potential data noise at high frequency was much smaller than
the current data. Thus, the low-pass filter bandwidth is 5 kHz for current and 40 kHz for
potential. All the measurements were performed at room temperature.
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Figure 2.8. The schematic experimental setup of using nanopore/CNE nanopipette for
simultaneous current and potential measurements of the GNP motion in the bath solution.
Vp is the applied bias. The potential is measured by a high impedance voltage meter.
2.3.5: Zeta Potential Measurement of 40 nm GNPs with Dynamic Light Scattering (DSL)
Technique
The zeta potential measurement of 40 nm GNPs was performed by Zetasizer nano–
ZS (Zen 3600, Malvern Instruments Ltd.) using a folded capillary cell (Catalog #
DTS1070) at room temperature. Each sample was analyzed six times. The zeta potential of
GNP depends on solution salt concentration. The zeta potential of 40 nm GNPs in10 mM
PBS solution at pH 7.4 was -34.2 mV. The zeta potential was changed to -41 mV at 5mM
PBS solution at pH 7.4. According to Ted Pella Inc. (the supplier of 40 nm GNP), the zeta
potential was -44 mV in DI water.
The measured zeta potential is at the slipping plane of the GNP. At low salt
concentration, we can ignore the stern layer. The slipping plane thickness x SP of the GNP
can be calculated with the following formula:11
χsp =

ζ
ln 1

ζ2
1
1
− )
δ2 δ1

(

,

(2.4)
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where ζ1 and ζ2 are the zeta potentials, and δ2 and δ1 are the Debye lengths of the 5mM
and 10 mM PBS solutions respectively. For the GNPs used in the present experiment, ζ1 =
-41 mV, ζ2 = -34 mV, δ1 = 4.02 nm and δ1 = 2.84 nm for 5 mM and 10 mM PBS solutions.
The slipping plane thickness was estimated to be ~1.9 nm. Using the slipping plane
thickness, the GNP surface potential V0 was calculated with the following formula:
V0 = Vsp eχsp/δ

,

(2.5)

where Vsp is the potential of GNP at the slipping plane or the measured zeta potential. We
got V0 = -66 mV. Using the Grahame equation, the corresponding surface charge density
σ0 of GNP in 10 mM PBS was calculated to be -24 mC/m2.
2.3.6: Data Analysis
The data were analyzed by home-built Labview programs and Originpro 2015.
Moving average smoothing method with a 0.2 ms time window is typically applied to the
current and potential results before statistical analysis. As shown in the figure5.11 (f), the
smoothing did not alter the duration and height of the fast current and potential changes.
The dV/dt curves were smoothed by the moving average method using a 2 ms time window.
2.3.7: Noise Analysis of Ionic Current and Potential Measurements
The noise in ionic current and potential measurement data were analyzed and
compared. The noise power spectrum density (PSD) S(f) was obtained by performing Fast
Fourier Transformations (FFT) on a current and potential time trace of one second time
duration.). The noise of potential data was much smaller than that of ionic current data,
especially at high frequency (>100 Hz).
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2.3.8: Finite Element Based Numerical Simulations
Finite element (FEM) based numerical simulations were carried out to solve
coupled Poisson-Nernst-Planck (PNP) partial differential equations. The fluidic flow term
was not included, and the system was assumed at a steady state to simplify the simulation.
COMSOL Multiphysics 5.2 with AC/DC and Chemical Reaction Engineering modules
were used for the FEM simulation. The whole computation domain was discretized into
free triangular elements, and rigorous mesh refinements were adopted during simulations.

2.4: Measuring Extracellular Potential Distributions of a Single Living Cell Membranes by
Multifunctional SICM
The multifunctional SICM was developed as explained in section 2.3. The double
barrel nanopipette was used as the probe. The sample stage was designed, and the favorable
environment was maintained during the living cell experiments.
2.4.1: New Sample Stage for Living Cell Experiment
Commercially available sample stage (from park system) was replaced by a home
build metal sample stage along with new sample holder as shown in Figure 2.9. Two
heating element was inserted on both sides of the sample stage to apply temperature on it
during living cell experiment. It should be noted that most of the mammalian cells grow at
35-37 °C. Therefore maintaining the temperature within that range is very important for
living cell experiment. The temperature was applied and controlled by the TC-1-100s
temperature controller during the living cell experiment.
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Figure 2.9 Living cell imaging sample stage
2.4.2: Data Collection
Extracellular membrane potential distribution of the living cell was recorded with
single point measurement as well as by simultaneous mapping of topography and potential
images of the certain area from a single cell. The whole SICM set up was housed on an
inverted optical microscope (Nikon Eclipse Ti-U) to locate the theta nanopipette tip above
the desired region of the cell of interest, and the optical images were captured by a CCD
camera (UEye). The whole system was placed on air floated optical table to reduce
mechanical noise.
2.4.3: Data Analysis and Image Processing
The data were analyzed by home-built Labview programs and Originpro 2015.
Moving average smoothing method with a 20 ms time window is typically applied to the
potential curves.The difference between the two potential curves recorded at two different
height above the same location of the cell was used to calculate the real potential
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distribution of the cell membrane during fixed point measurement. Matlab will be used for
the image processing.
2.4.4: Finite Element Analysis of Potential Measurement.
The potential distribution pattern was investigated using a FEM for solving Poisson
and Nernst–Planck equations. A 2D axis symmetry geometry model was created to mimic
the potentiometric SICM setup with theta pipette. The PNP equations were fully coupled
and solved using boundary conditions matching the expected experimental conditions. The
fluidic flow term was not included, and the system was assumed at a steady state to simplify
the simulation, COMSOL Multiphysics 5.2 with AC/DC and Chemical Reaction
Engineering modules were used for the FEM simulation. The whole computation domain
was discretized into free triangular elements, and rigorous mesh refinements were adopted
during simulations.
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CHAPTER 3: CHARACTERIZATION OF THE POLYMER NANOPARTICLES
WITH ATOMIC FORCE MICROSCOPY
One of the major goals of my dissertation was to study the morphological changes
on the cell membrane during the internalization of the nanoparticles. However, before
treating the CPNs with the cell membrane, it is very important to characterize the size and
shape of these synthesized polymer nanoparticles. Although we have used SICM for the
study of the polymer nanoparticles interactions with the cell membrane, we choose AFM
to characterize the polymer nanoparticles itself because it has higher resolution than the
SICM. This chapter presents a characterization of the polymer nanoparticles with Atomic
Force Microscopy. Some of the contents of this chapter have been adapted from my
research work published in a peer-reviewed paper.1
3.1: Introduction
Conjugated polymers (CPs) are organic macromolecules which are characterized
by an alternating single and double (or triple) bonds along a chain of carbon atoms on its
backbone. There exist fully conjugated π-electrons because of the result of overlapping porbitals which can produce very interesting and useful optical and electronic properties.2, 3
Conjugated polymers are naturally fluorescent materials that have very wide applications
in various fields such as optoelectronics, photonics, bio-imaging,4-8 bio-sensing9-12, and
nanomedicine13-15. Recently, conjugated polymers (CPs) have attracted much attention for
various biological applications including imaging, sensing, and delivery of biologically
active substances because of their excellent photo-physical and biophysical properties.
They not only can be synthesized in desired sizes, shapes and properties but also are
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biocompatible and non-toxic which make these materials highly attractive for biological
applications.
For biological applications, conjugated polymer nanoparticles have been
synthesized by including hydrophilic polar side chains and functional entities such as
sensing units or targeting ligands. 16-18 Functional modifications and structural modulations
of CP-based nanomaterials expected to obtain desired biophysical properties for better
applications in cell biology such as drug delivery. But, particle size, morphology,
composition, and surface area are important factors, which need to be addressed accurately
to evaluate nanoparticle toxicity.19 It is very important and the first step to characterize
size, shape and biophysical properties of CPNs before apply for its targeted applications
This chapter mainly focuses on the characterization of the CPNs’s size shape and
the morphology with Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM). Several techniques such as
dynamic light scattering, laser diffraction, and X-ray diffraction have been used to measure
the nanoparticle size distribution. 19, 20 21-23 These techniques can provide the information
of the average size distribution of a large number of particles but cannot provide the size,
shape, and morphology of individual nanoparticles. Scanning electron microscopy
(SEM)24 and transmission electron microscopy (TEM)25, 26 are widely used techniques to
characterize individual nanoparticles, but they also cannot give the height information.27
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is very versatile and powerful scanning probe microscopy
technique for studying varieties of samples such as synthetic and biological membranes,
metals, polymers, and semiconductors at the nanoscale. 28-30 The AFM is versatile because
it generates not only three-dimensional topography images with angstrom scale resolution,
but also provides various types of surface properties. The AFM uses a cantilever with a
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very sharp tip at its end which is used to scan over a sample surface. As the tip approaches
the sample surface, the force between the tip and the sample results into a deflection of the
cantilever. The deflection of the cantilever reveals the surface topology of the sample with
nanometer precision. The AFM can be operated in both liquid and air imaging. For soft
biological samples, tapping mode imaging is preferred to contact and non-contact imaging
mode.31-33 Hence, tapping mode imaging was used to characterize soft CPNs. Tapping
mode not only acquires high-resolution topography images of the soft samples but also
records the phase images by mapping the phase shift of the cantilever oscillation during
tapping mode scanning. Phase images were used to extract extra information about the
CPNs structure such as hard and soft region.
There is a hypothesis that if CPs containing flexible units along the backbones are
treated with polymeric acids, π−π interaction among the backbones will be dramatically
increased because the semiflexibility of the nonaqueous soluble backbones will help
backbone restructuring to maximize hydrophobic interactions. If complexation between
the nonaqueous soluble CP and polyanion contributes to increase aqueous solubility of
CPs, random complex formation is expected. To test the hypothesis and functionalize the
CP with cancer cell-specific ligands, a linear polysaccharide, hyaluronic acid (HA)
containing N-acetyl-D-glucosamine and D-glucuronic acid units were used. HA has
specific binding with cell surface receptors such as CD44 and RHAMN, which are
overexpressed in many cancer cells.34 Many cancer drugs and polymers have been
modified with HA for targeted drug and gene delivery.35-39 A semiflexible poly
(phenylenebutadiynylene) (PPB), which contains a small fraction of flexible
nonconjugated units called linker along with the rigid conjugated backbones, was
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complexed with hyaluronic acid (HA. Positively charged CPNs containing flexible units
along the backbones when treated with hyaluronic acid (HA) will reorganize and form a
core-shell structure nanoparticles wrapped by HA from outside as shown in schematic
representation in Figure 3.1, while nonflexible CPs produce random complexes upon HA
treatment. The core−shell nanoparticles are nontoxic to cells and exhibit high cancer cell
specificity through the specific binding of HA to cancer cell surface receptors. The
PPB/HA complex was formed by mixing PPB (10 μM) with various molar equivalents of
HA (i.e., 1:1, 1:3, and 1:9) for 1 h. How the variations of the HA proportion play a role in
the formation of the core-shell nanoparticles was studied with AFM. As a control, CP
(PPE) without flexible units along its rigid conjugated backbone were treated with different
proportions of HA in a similar fashion like with PPB and imaged. The structure of the PPE
and HA is shown in Figure 3.2

Figure 3.1. (a) Chemical structure of the semiflexible PPB. (b) A schematic presentation
of structural reorganization of the semiflexible PPB upon HA complexation.
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Figure 3.2. (a) Chemical structure of PPE without flexible units along its rigid conjugated
backbone. (b) Chemical structure of hyaluronic acid.
3.2: Methods
Detailed about the sample preparation method and imaging condition was described
in chapter 2 under section (2.1)
3.3: Results and Discussion
Nanoparticle supported the formation of elongated core−shell nanoparticles, as
shown in Figure 3.3c, while the semiflexible PPB without HA complexation exhibited
mixed particles with no specific shapes (Figure 3.3 a). The AFM phase image also showed
that core−shell particles were favorably formed at a molar ratio of 1:3 of the semiflexible
PPB to HA (Figure 3.3 f). Both at the lower and higher ratios, no defined core−shell
nanoparticles were observed Figure (3.3 b and e). Higher density (represented as dark
color) was observed in the center of the nanoparticles, while lower density (bright color)
was observed in the shell. Since the particles were prepared on an aminosilanized mica
surface, it is difficult to determine the shape and size of the intact nanoparticles in water
by the AFM imaging. The lateral size and height of individual nanoparticles formed with
the complexation of different proportion of HA were measured and plotted the histogram
(Figure 3.4). The AFM images were flattened with first order polynomial during the height
analysis. The lateral size and height of core –shell nanoparticle were
7.1±0.9 respectively.
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58± 13 nm and

Figure 3.3. AFM topographic (a, b, c) and phase (d, e, f) images of the semiflexible PPB
(a,d), semiflexible PPB/HA nanoparticles formed at 1:1 molar ratio (b, e) and semiflexible
PPB/HA nanoparticles formed at 1:3 molar ratio (c, f). The semiflexible PPB/HA with 1:3
molar ratio exhibits elongated particles on a mica surface (c), and the phase image (f)
reveals that the complexes are core−shell nanoparticles.

Figure 3.4 (a) Zoom in topography image of PPB/HA (1:3). (b) Profile of line 1 drawn
above the nanoparticle on topography image (c) lateral size (d) height analysis histograms
of semi-flexible PPB (red), semi-flexible PPB/HA (1:1) (green), and semi-flexible
PPB/HA (1:3) (blue) respectively.
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The topographic and phase images of the control PPE/HA (1:3) show circular
particles with no core−shell shape, with an average size and height of 81 ± 9 and 4 ± 0.5
nm, respectively (Figure 3.5). The AFM imaging of the control PPE/HA further supports
that HA does not cause structural reorganization of rigid rod CPs.

Figure 3.5. (a) Topography and (b) phase images, (c), size distribution and (d) height
histograms for control PPE/HA.
Fabricated core-shell nanoparticles were very soft which can be declared from the
Figure 3.6. During the same samples, slightly increasing imaging force can change the
shape of these nanoparticles. As shown in figure 3.6 nanoparticles imaging with higher
force changes its shape slightly and looks like donut shape but when decreasing the
imaging force donut-like structure disappears. Simultaneously recorded phase image
further confirms the soft nature of CPNs.
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Figure 3.6. (a) Topography image and (b) Phase image of CPN/HA (1:1).
3.4: Conclusion
In summary, the formation of core−shell nanoparticles by complexing a
semiflexible PPB with a linear polysaccharide, HA was clearly observed by AFM imaging.
Its size and shape were also characterized. Since the size and shape of nanomaterials
significantly influence labeling and delivery efficiency of biological substances, the
synthesis of core−shell nanoparticle will contribute to novel biomaterials especially for
drug delivery.
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CHAPTER 4: SCANNING ION CONDUCTANCE MICROSCOPIC STUDY FOR
CELLULAR UPTAKE OF CATIONIC CONJUGATED POLYMER
NANOPARTICLES
In Chapter 3, I discussed the characterization of the conjugated polymer
nanoparticles with the AFM. Although AFM has high resolution than the SICM, it was
difficult to figure out the real morphological changes on the cell membrane during the
internalization of CPNs through the cell membranes. There were also some changes in the
cell membranes due to the interaction between the soft cell membranes and sharp AFM tip.
In this chapter we report, how scanning ion conductance microscopy (SICM) can help to
reveal the changes in cell membrane morphologies during endocytosis of polymer
nanoparticles. For the first time, the cell surface morphological changes of human cervical
cancer cells (HeLa) treated with CPNs was imaged and quantified by using SICM
technique. Our results clearly demonstrated that SICM is a suitable imaging technique to
disclose the dynamic alternations on the cell surface morphology during the early stage of
nanoparticles endocytosis with high resolution. The entire content in this chapter has been
adapted from my research results published in a peer-reviewed paper 1.
4.1: Introduction
Understanding the details of how viruses, bacteria and naturally occurring and
synthetic nanoparticles (NPs) interact and penetrate cell membrane is essential in
developing drug or gene delivery systems.2-4 Several imaging methods have frequently
been used to study cellular uptake of NPs. Optical microscopy and fluorescence optical
microscopy remain the most widely used imaging methods. However, the optical imaging
methods are still limited in resolving the features with dimensions of tens of nanometers,
especially on the cell membrane. Electron microscopes (EMs) have been used to reveal the
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NPs at the cell surface and inside the cell. The spatial resolution of EM is very high, but
the cells need to be fixed and dehydrated. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) has also been
used to image the distribution of NPs at cell surfaces. However, it is only limited to cells
with the rigid surface because of strong interactions between AFM probe and the sample.5,
6

Therefore, we used SICM technique to image and study the dynamical process of NPs

internalization with high spatial resolution.
Scanning ion conductance microscopy (SICM), a unique combination of patchclamp and scanning probe microscopic (SPM) techniques, has existed for more than 20
years.7 Due to the continuous improvements in feedback control system, SICM has
emerged as a powerful tool for the imaging and analysis of fragile, adhesive or responsive
surfaces, such as live cell membrane.7-9 The SICM can reveal tens of nanometer scale
resolution topography imaging of living cell membranes. The sample preparation is also
much simpler than EMs and living cell imaging is possible for a long time. For example,
non-specific adsorbed virus-like particles were visualized at COS7 cell membranes by
SICM.10 The plasma membrane morphology change associated with exocytosis were
observed at the membranes of bovine chromaffin cells.11 The dynamics of microvilli
(membrane projections) assembly in various epithelial and nonepithelial living cells have
been revealed.12, 13 SICM has also resolved the location, structure, and dynamics of single
protein and protein complex in the cell membrane.14, 15
Primary amine-containing conjugated polymer nanoparticles (CPNs) are intrinsic
fluorescent materials fabricated by self-assembly of non-aqueous soluble π-electron
conjugated polymers (CPs) in an aqueous solution.16, 17 Owing to excellent photophysical
and biophysical properties, CPNs have attracted growing interest in live cell imaging, drug
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delivery, and biosensing.18-20 Primary amine-containing positively charged CPNs enter
human cervical cancer cells (HeLa) via various endocytosis pathways. The pathways are
highly dependent on the chemical functionalities of both side chains and backbones, which
influence the surface properties of CPNs, resulting in different cellular interaction and
subsequent entry.21, 22 It is believed that the hydrophobicity from the backbone and positive
charge from the side chain allow efficient interaction with the cell membrane, which
contains negatively charged proteoglycans and hydrophobic membrane lipids. It is very
important to understand the details and fundamental mechanisms of endocytosis processes
of CPNs. The study of how CPNs attach and interact with the cell membrane helps to
achieve high cellular labeling, sensing, and delivery efficiency. Despite growing evidence
of CPNs’ endocytosis, there are few direct evidences how the cellular membrane initially
responds to synthetic extracellular materials.
Herein, cell surface morphological changes in HeLa cells induced by CPNs were
investigated using SICM technique. The synthesis and characterization of the specific type
of CPN used here have been reported before.17 These CPNs are positively charged (from
protonation of primary amines), and their hydrodynamic diameters in solution are 56 nm,
measured by dynamic light scattering. Cell viability assays indicate that CPNs are not toxic
up to 40 µM. Fluorescence microscopy studies revealed that CPNs accumulated in the
cytosol after overnight incubation. For short incubation time (i.e., 1h), CPNs appeared to
attach to the cell membrane and form aggregates. Detailed and systematic studies of the
morphological changes of HeLa cells surface at various concentrations and incubation
times were carried out with SICM. When HeLa cells were incubated with CPNs for a short
time (i.e., 1h), distinct cell surface morphology changes on the HeLa was discovered. The
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features with submicron to micron sizes of protrusions (similar to microvilli) and small pits
were found on HeLa cell membrane. The morphological changes were dependent on the
concentration of CPNs and the incubation time. These structures disappeared after further
continuous incubation. Control experiments were also carried out with highly positively
charged polyethyleneimine (PEI) with the same concentration and the incubation time.
Little surface changes were induced with PEI. By comparing with a control experiment,
the cell surface changes were attributed to possible adsorption of de-aggregated CPNs at
the lipophilic cell membranes. Unlike PEI, CPNs distinctly exhibit high hydrophobic
interaction with the hydrophobic membrane. This observation provides additional evidence
that the hydrophobicity of polymeric materials is indeed an important contributor for
efficient cellular interaction and following entry.
4.2: Methods
Some methods used to accomplish this project are described in chapter 2. Details
about nanopipette fabrication and characterization are explained in the section 2.2.1.
Similarly details about the confocal fluorescence imaging, data collection and analysis can
also be found in chapter 2 under section 2.2.3 and 2.2.4 respectively. Rest of the methods
and chemicals used in this project are explained in following subsections.
4.1.1: Chemicals
All chemicals and solvents were purchased and used without further purification.
CPNs were synthesized as previously reported.17 The one-micron size polystyrene
microbeads (suspension, 5% w/v in water) were purchased from Spherotech Inc. Branched
polyethyleneimine (PEI Mw 25,000) was purchased from Aldrich. All other chemicals
were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich unless mentioned otherwise. All solutions were
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prepared using deionized (DI) water (~18MΩ) from water purification system (Ultra
Purelab system, ELGA/Siemens). Phosphate buffered saline (PBS) at pH 7.2 was prepared
with the following composition in mM: NaCl 137, KCl 2.7, KH2PO4 1.5, Na2HPO4 4.3.
4.1.2: Cell Culture
HeLa cells (human cervical carcinoma) purchased from the American Tissue
Culture Center (ATCC) were cultured in a mixture of modified Eagle medium (MEM) and
Earle’s balanced salt solution (EBSS) containing 10% fetal bovine serum and 1%
penicillin/streptomycin (Thermo Scientific) at 37 °C in a 5% CO2 incubator. Cells were
usually cultured for 1 day to achieve 50% coverage (ca. 125 000 per well) on a cover glass
slide.
4.1.3: CPN and NP Incubation
Solutions with various concentrations of CPN were prepared. For example, 10 μL
aqueous solution containing 1 × 10 −3 M CPNs was added into the cell culture wells to get
the final concentration of 10 × 10 −6 M. The CPNs were incubated with cells for a different
time at 37 °C, subsequently washed three times with PBS to remove the excess CPNs which
did not interact with cells. Before SICM scanning, the cells were fixed with 4% (w/v)
paraformaldehyde for 10 min and washed three times with PBS. The samples were imaged
on glass coverslips, supported by a Petri dish, in an appropriate medium. The bath solution
used for fixed cell imaging was PBS. For actin inhibitor and metabolism inhibitor
experiments, HeLa cells were first treated by 1 × 10 −6 M cytochalasin D for 20 min, and
then were incubated in 10 × 10 −6 M CPNs for 1 h. For metabolism inhibitor experiments,
HeLa cells were first treated with 10 × 10 −3 M sodium azide for 20 min, and then were
incubated in 10 × 10 −6 M CPNs for 1 h.
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4.3: Results and Discussion
Because of the ability to internalize nanoparticles,23 HeLa cells were used to study
the cell surface morphology change during endocytosis of CPNs. Although prolonged
incubation (e.g., overnight incubation) of CPNs obviously provides evidence on
endocytosed CPNs by HeLa cells, no knowledge on the initial cell response to short time
CPN treatment (e.g., 1 h incubation) was available.Live cells treated with CPNs were fixed
by 4 % (w/v) paraformaldehyde just before SICM imaging to simplify the experiment. Live
cells were also imaged (under no CO2), and the changes in surface morphology were found
to be similar to those of fixed cells (see Figure 4.1). The cells imaged by SICM were preselected using the optical microscope. Only isolated cells adhered strongly to the glass
substrate were selected, as shown in Figures 2.1. The selected cells exhibited similar
volume, size, and shape.
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Figure 4.1. (a) The SICM image (enhanced color) of a live HeLa cells. (b-c) The SICM
images (enhanced color) of live HeLa cells after treating with 10uM CPNs. (d) The
histogram of the Protrusion height.
Similarly, a typical SICM topography image (with enhanced color) of fixed HeLa
cells is shown in Figure 4.2. In both figure 4.1 and 4.2, the blue colored area is flat and
smooth, and the orange colored area has bigger height variations. In this image, only a few
protrusions and blebs were observed at the cell surfaces. A SICM topography images
(without enhanced color) after flattering is also shown in Figure 4.2b.
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Figure 4.2 (a) The SICM topography image with the enhanced color of fixed HeLa cells
without exposing to CPNs. (b) The SICM topography image of a zoom in area of a fixed
HeLa cell membrane. 2nd order flattening is applied to the image to remove cell contour.
The chemical structure of CPN is shown in the top right corner of Figure 4.3a. The
backbone of CPN is hydrophobic. The side chains make the CPNs positively charged. The
zeta potential of CPNs in water is measured 25.4 ± 3.7 mV. The CPNs have also been
imaged by AFM (Figure 4.3b-c) on both mica and glass substrate. We performed AFM
imaging both in the air and in PBS solution and observed similar size and shape in both
conditions. The height of CPN is significantly reduced in AFM topography image. The
lateral size (long axis) of CPN is about 30-50 nm, which is close to the mean diameter 56
nm measured by dynamic light scattering method. The previous study suggests these CPNs
enter HeLa cells via various endocytosis pathways including caveolae-mediated
endocytosis, as well as non-energy dependent entry pathways such as diffusion through the
membrane.21 The high cell surface morphology changes after short time exposure of CPNs
that is explained in the next paragraph can be associated with CPNs’ efficient entry
pathways. No toxicity was observed after incubating these CPNs with HeLa cells over 24
hours.
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Figure 4.3: (a) The chemical structure of CPN.(b-c) AFM topography images of CPNs.
The images were taken in tapping mode in air. The CPNs were immobilized on the glass
substrate (zoom-in image) in (c) or mica substrate (large scale image) in (b).
The HeLa cells were incubated with10 µM CPNs for one hour. After rinsing, these
HeLa cells were imaged by confocal fluorescence microscope which has explained in
chapter 2 (under section 2.2.3). A typical result is shown in Figure 4.4 (b-c). Several micron
sized fluorescence spots were observed and scattered around the cell surface. In addition,
a large number of small fluorescence dots with the size of one or a few pixels (pixel size
60 nm) were observed over the cell surface. Those large fluorescence spots are more often
observed at the edge of the cell. A significant fraction of cells (about 30-40%) also showed
large fluorescence spots at the top cell surface. Figure 4.4b is a single section confocal
fluorescence image overlaying on a bright-field image of a typical HeLa cell, which was
taken roughly at the top surface (5 µm above the cell edge). Figure 4.4c is a threedimensional (3D) fluorescence image of the same cell, composed of 33 confocal sectional
images with a z-axis resolution 0.5 µm. This image showed that the large fluorescence
spots distributed at the outer surface of the cell. The inset in Figure 4.4d showed the zoom-
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in fluorescence image at the position indicated by the red rectangle in Figure 4.4a. Large
fluorescence spots are clear. Green fluorescence in these images was emitted from the
CPNs since no green fluorescence was observed in the control samples with no CPN
incubations. It should also be pointed out that green fluorescence was rarely detected over
the bare glass substrate regions. From the observation, it was concluded that CPNs soft
aggregation nature allows efficient interaction with the hydrophobic cellular membrane.

Figure 4.4: (a) The overlay of a single section confocal microscope bright field image and
green channel fluorescence image at 5 µm above the cell edge. The live HeLa cell was
imaged after incubation with 10 µM CPN for 1 hour. (b) The fluorescence image of the red
rectangular area in (a). (c) The 3D fluorescence image of the same cell in (a), which is
composed of 33 images with 0.5 µm resolution in z-axis. The yellow arrow indicates the
same location in (a). (d) The fluorescence image of the red rectangular area in (a).
By considering that a typical culture medium contains high serum proteins, loosely
aggregated CPNs will likely dissociate into smaller CPNs or CPN/protein aggregates. With
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the hydrophobicity of aromatic conjugated backbones, the CPN/protein adducts could still
exhibit a strong interaction with the cellular membrane. It was hypothesized that highly
positively charged polymers [i.e., polyethyleneimine (PEI)] would also form protein
adducts; however, the interaction with the cellular membrane was likely related to the
protein-cell surface receptors. Confocal microscopic images supported clearly CPNs’
preferential attachment on the cell membrane. Small green spots inside the cell, which was
likely from CPNs entered the cells was also observed. Large fluorescence spots were never
observed inside the cells at this early stage.
A typical SICM topography image (with enhanced color) of the HeLa cells after
the incubation of 10 µM CPNs for one hour is shown in Figure 4.5a. Compared to the cells
without CPNs treatment (Figure 4.2a-b), the surfaces of CPN treated cells became
obviously rougher with the appearance of additional structures, which are likely induced
by the attached CPNs as suggested by the fluorescence images.
More details of those new surface structures can be revealed in the higher resolution
SICM topography images as shown in Figure 4.5b. In this figure, a large number of
interconnected protrusions appeared on the cell surface. The height profile across the blue
dashed line in Figure 4.5b is shown in Figure 4.5f. It should be noted that SICM
measurements give accurate height measurements even for the soft objects. The height of
these protrusions ranged from 0.50 µm to 1.20 µm and the mean value was 0.87±0.16 m.
The lateral size of these protrusions ranged from 0.45 m to 1.30 m and the mean value
was 0.81±0.15 m (Figure 4.5d). Because the size of individual CPN is below 100 nm, the
observed interconnected protrusions after CPN treatment should be attributed to combined
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cell membrane structures with CPN aggregates. CPN aggregates are likely formed at the
cell membrane after the initial interaction with serum proteins.
Two downside spikes with smaller width also appeared in the height profile Figure
4.5f, which were attributed to the pits on the cell membrane. These pits (or tiny holes) were
not obvious in the flattened topography image Figure 4.5b, but are distinguishable in the
enhanced color image Figure 4.5c. For the pits, the lateral size range was 0.10-0.43 m and
the mean value was 0.26 ± 0.06 m (Figure 4.5e). The attachment of CPNs to the cell
surface is the first step for CPN endocytosis. After the attachment, some CPNs enter the
cell through endocytosis. Using biochemistry methods, CPNs enter the HeLa cells using
various endocytosis pathways including caveolae-mediated endocytosis was confirmed.
Previous SICM studies also observed endocytic pits.24 The observed pits here can be
related to caveolae-mediated endocytosis. The smaller size of pit suggested that CPN
might enter the cell as a small cluster. The relatively large CPN clusters likely adhere to
the cell membrane, and uptake processes of these large CPN aggregates are much slower
than the small aggregates as further dissociation/de-aggregation processes required.
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Figure 4.5 (a) The SICM topography image with the enhanced color of HeLa cells treated
with 10 µM CPN for 1h. (b) A higher resolution image of the red rectangular area in Figure
3.5a. 2nd order flattening was applied to the image to remove cell contour. (c) A highresolution SICM topography image with the enhanced color of a small area of the cell
surface. (d-e) The histograms of protrusion size and height (d), and pit size (e). The
histograms are fitted by Gaussian functions. (f) The height profile across the blue dash line
in Figure b. All the cells were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde.
CPNs remained strongly on the cell membrane after stringent washing before
imaging, while few CPNs were observed on the glass substrate. As a control experiment,
the cell surface morphology change after one-hour of incubation with one-micron diameter
solid polystyrene (PS) beads was also studied. Although PS exhibits high hydrophobicity,
only a few isolated one-micron size (both height and diameter) protrusions on the cell
surface were observed, and they were attributed to individual beads based on their size.
One typical image of the polystyrene beads is shown in Figure 4.6. No pits were identified.
The small number of attached polystyrene beads on the cell surface (even with longer
incubation time) suggests that individual polystyrene beads interact weakly with HeLa cells
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surface. This observation confirms that the softness and lose aggregation nature of CPNs
are important factors to enhance CPN cellular interaction.

Figure 4.6 SICM topography image and height profile across the dashed line. One 1 µm
size polysterene (PS) bead with 1 µm size can be identified (indicated by the arrow).
It is well known that the charge and hydrophobicity of polymer NPs play important
roles in endocytosis process. The positive charge and hydrophobicity of CPNs should
facilitate the aggregates of CPNs at the negatively charged cell surface through electrostatic
and hydrophobic interactions. Adsorbed CPNs on the cell surface can lead to a higher
endocytosis efficiency. To examine the role of the hydrophobicity on cellular interaction,
the cell surface roughness of HeLa cells treated with branched PEI under the same
experimental condition we monitored. PEI is widely used for drug delivery and has a
positive charge at pH 7.25 The hydrophobicity of branched PEI can be negligible compared
to CPNs. To quantitatively determine and compare cell surface roughness induced by CPN
and PEI, respectively, a surface roughness parameter called surface area ratio. Surface area
ratio here is defined as Surface Area Ratio = 100% × (Surface Area - Geometric Area) /
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(Geometric Area) was used. The geometric area is the projected area of a rough surface on
a flat surface. The detail definitions of surface area and geometric area are given in chapter
2 under section 2.2.5 (Figure 2.5). This ratio is used to quantify the surface roughness level.
Zero means the surface is perfectly smooth and higher value means the surface roughness
level is higher. The surface area ratio can reflect the area density, size, and shape of these
extra features. In the analysis, the cell membrane area with large blebs (size > 2 µm) is
excluded.
As shown in Figure 4.7a, the surface area ratios of nearly all (94%) control cells
are below 30 and the mean value is about 15. After one hour CPN treatment, a broad
distribution of the surface area ratios and a significant fraction of cells (36%) showed high
surface area ratios was noticed (see Figure 4.7b). This heterogeneity was also observed by
confocal fluorescence microscopy. No uniform fluorescent signals were observed from all
cells. Although the further detailed investigation is needed, it was speculated that the
heterogeneity on both fluorescent and SICM topography images might be associated with
cell cycles. It is difficult to differentiate the protrusions induced by CPN aggregates and
the original features of cell membrane for cells with surface area ratio below 30. Therefore
only the data with surface area ratio above 30 was used. The mean value of cell surface
area ratio increased to 52 after one hour CPN treatment. In contrast, there is no obvious
change in the surface area ratio distributions of PEI treated cells compared to untreated
control cells, as shown in Figure 4.7c.
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Figure 4.7 The distribution of SICM measured surface area ratio value of HeLa cells
without (a) and with CPN (b), and with PEI (c) incubation at the same condition (10 µM
for 1h).
The high-resolution topography image of a typical PEI treated surface is shown in
Figure 4.8. The PEI treated cell surface normally showed more features than bare cell
surface, suggesting attachments of PEI to the cell surface. However, these features are too
small to alter the value of surface area ratio significantly. No large clusters at the cell
surface were observed due to the well-solvated hydrophilic PEI. Pits on the cell surface
were also not observed.

Figure 4.8 SICM images of a typical PEI treated HeLa Cells. (A) Low resolution
(312nm/pixel) SICM enhanced color topography image. (B) High resolution (39 nm/pixel)
SICM topography image. (C) Enhanced color image of (B). The cells were treated by 10
µM PEI for 1 hour and were fixed before imaging.
Fluorescent microscopic images of cells pretreated with actin inhibitors or
metabolism inhibitors, respectively, are very similar to those of cells without any
pretreatments. The actin inhibitor prevents the involvement of cell skeleton movement
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during CPN endocytosis. The metabolism inhibitor also prevents energy-dependent cell
activities associated with CPNs. These observations suggest that the cellular adsorption of
CPNs is driven by diffusion followed by hydrophobic adsorption. In addition, the
subsequent initial endocytosis processes are very slow or not related to cellular activities
require energy. We also checked CPN attachment to fixed cells with paraformaldehyde.
The paraformaldehyde treatment denatures proteins and enzymes by crosslinking to
terminate biochemical activities of live cells. CPNs were not observed at the cell surface
under the same incubation condition (i.e., 1h at 10 µM CPNs). From this observation, we
believe that CPN adsorption is somehow associated with live cell activities.
Cell surface morphology change was monitored as a function of incubation time at
a CPN concentration (10 mM). The surface area ratio reached the maximum value after 1h
incubation and then decreased to the initial value (Figure 4.10a). A similar trend was
observed from the confocal fluorescence microscopic study. We imaged the cells after
incubation with 10 µM CPNs for 1, 2.5 and 4 hours. The total green fluorescence area on
the cell membrane became much smaller after an increased incubation time (Figure 4.4 and
4.9).
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Figure 4.9 Confocal microscope bright field overlay images (a-b) and 3D fluorescence
images (c-d) to show three HeLa cells after 4 h CPN incubation.
The attachment of CPNs starts with mass transport (diffusion and fluid movement)
in the culture medium. This step is only controlled by extracellular environment conditions.
After landing on the cell surface, the CPNs interact with the cell surface and other
neighboring CPNs, mainly governed by electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions as we
discussed previously. If the adsorption of CPNs at the cell surface is only controlled by
physical interactions, the surface area ratio should be a constant after reaching the
maximum value (the equilibrium state) because the CPNs are always abundant in the
solution. The time-dependent behaviors indicate that CPN attachment and following
internalization are related to the cellular activities. After internalizing a large number of
CPNs, the cells may gradually lower their activities in retaining the CPNs at the cell
surface. As shown in Figure 4.10b, the maximum surface area ratio increases as the
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concentration of CPNs increase. The increase in maximum surface area ratio can be
attributed to the enhanced mass transport of CPNs to the cell surface. Interestingly, the
time to reach maximum surface area ratio also increases with CPNs concentration in the
culture medium, as shown in Figure 4.10c. If no cell activity is involved, we should expect
a decrease in time. The result is because the rate of collision events between free CPNs in
solution and the cell surface is proportional to CPN concentration. Therefore, the same
number of CPNs will take a shorter time to reach the cell surface when CPN concentration
in the solution is higher. However, the cell may be reluctant to retain and internalize all the
CPNs collide with the cell surface. These time and concentration dependence results
suggest that the cell morphology change is controlled both by physical interactions and cell
activities. The competition between CPN physical attachment and cell activities affects the
observed cell surface morphology and roughness.

Figure 4.10 (a) The incubation time dependence of cell surface area ratio for HeLa cell coculture with 10 µM CPNs. The surface area ratio magnitude was normalized by the
maximum surface area ratio, which is indicated by the red arrow at 1 h. Due to the large
variation of surface area ratio, we only used data points above 30 for the mean value for
time 15 minutes, 30 minutes and 1 h. There are not enough data points above 30 for time
0, 1.5 h, 2 h and 4 h, we still use all the data points for the mean value. (b) The maximum
surface area ratio as a function of CPN concentration. (c) The time to reach maximum
surface area ratio versus CPN concentration. The value is Mean ±SD (standard deviation)
in (b) and (c).
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4.4: Conclusion
In summary, we have demonstrated that the capability of SICM in the detailed study
of the attachment of cationic CPNs to the cell surface, corresponding morphology change
of the cell surface, and the effect of the following endocytosis. SICM and confocal
fluorescence images revealed that CPNs are in cluster form at the cell surface before
entering the cells. These clusters enhance the attachments of CPNs to the cell surface. The
physicochemical properties (hydrophobicity and positive charge) of polymer CPNs also
affect the attachments and aggregations of CPNs to the cell surface. After CPN attachment,
the cells actively internalize CPNs. The CPN attachment is the first step of CPN
endocytosis. Therefore, the careful design of the physicochemical properties of CPN to
promote cellular attachment can significantly impact the CPN endocytosis efficiency.
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CHAPTER 5: SIMULTANEOUS IONIC CURRENT AND POTENTIAL DETECTION
OF NANOPARTICLES BY A MULTIFUNCTIONAL NANOPIPETTE
In chapter 4, we have demonstrated the capability SICM for the study of
morphological changes in the cell membranes during endocytosis process by acquiring and
analyzing the topography images. In addition to the topography images, this dissertation
aims to develop the SICM for the study of topography and extracellular potential
distributions of the single living cell at the same time. For the simultaneous detection of
the topography and the potential distributions, we have used the double barrel theta
nanopipette as a probe but the sensitivity of the potential detection was pretty low. As we
know a good probe is always very important for the scanning probe methods. Hence, to
enhance the sensitivity of the potential measurement, we fabricated and characterized the
multifunctional nanopipette. This Chapter presents the fabrication and characterization of
the multifunctional nanopipette and its ability for the simultaneous detection of ion current
and potential change during the translocation of charged gold nanoparticles through the
nanopore. The majority of the content of this chapter has been adapted from my research
work published in a peer-reviewed paper.1
5.1: Introduction
Nanopore-based single molecule/nanoparticle analytical methods have made
significant progress in the last two decades. To improve the sensitivity and selectivity of
the nanopore sensing methods and to add new functionality to nanopore devices, it is
desirable to detect single entity translocation events using simultaneous multimode
detection methods. In recent years, several nanopore-based single entity multimode
detection methods have been demonstrated. For example, electrical potential and ionic
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current change were detected when individual DNA molecules translocated through the
nanopore of a nanopore-nanowire sensor.2 Both fluorescence and ionic current changes
were detected when single dye molecule flows through a carbon nanotube nanopore.3
Single molecule fluorescence and ionic current changes were detected for fluorescence
molecule tagged DNA and DNA-protein complexes, using nanopore/zero mode waveguide
device.4 Surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) signal and the ionic current was
simultaneously detected when single gold nanoparticle transported through gold coated
nanopore.5
As a subgroup of nanopore, nanopipette is modeled as a conical shaped nanopore and
has been used for single DNA, protein, and nanoparticle (NP) analysis.6-9 Compared with
other solid-state nanopore, one important advantage of nanopipette is that it can be made
cheaply and reproducibly with a few tens of nanometer resolution from glass or quartz
capillary tubes. In addition, it is highly versatile in application and fabrication. For
example, we can directly use the nanopipette as a nanopore sensor for chemical and
biological sensing and electrophysiological applications. Owning to its tip geometry,
nanopipette is also developed as a scanning probe for scanning ion conductance
microscopy (SICM) and scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM).10 The fabrication
of multifunctional nanopipette, with both nanopore and nanoelectrode functions at the
nanopipette tip, has attracted many interests recently. One motivation is to achieve
multimode detection for single molecule and nanoparticle.11 The other is to integrate SICM
and SECM for a hybrid scanning probe microscopy technique that is powerful in single
live cell analysis and imaging.12-14 The fabrication method for nanopore/nanoelectrode
multifunctional nanopipette is simple and versatile. Several methods have been developed,
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and they are generally of two types. The first type is based on double-barrel nanopipettes
made from theta micropipettes.15 One barrel is converted to a nanoelectrode by filling the
barrel with conductive materials, such as pyrolytic carbon through the pyrolysis process.12
The other barrel remains open for ionic current measurement. The second type is to deposit
a conductive thin film on the outside or inner wall of a single barrel nanopipette. 7, 16 The
single barrel remains open as the fluidic channel. The conductive thin layer is used as the
electrode and often needs to be partially coated with Parylene,17 or electrophoretic paint,12,
18

for insulating and for improving its mechanical, chemical and electrochemical stability.

We adapted the first type of methods to fabricate multifunctional nanopipettes with both
nanopore and nanoelectrode functions from quartz theta pipettes. The carbon nanoelectrode
(CNE) and nanopore are very close to each other at the nanopipette tip. The CNE also
extends out of the tip slightly.
So far, the CNEs of the multifunctional nanopipettes were always used for
electrochemical current measurements. The nanopore and nanoelectrode of the
multifunctional nanopipette have not been used for multimode NP analysis, especially noncatalytic NPs. In the present work, we demonstrated that we could use these nanopipettes
for simultaneous potential and ionic current sensing on the translocation of NPs. As shown
in the experimental setup scheme of Figure 2.8, a voltage meter with a high input
impedance is connected to the CNE for potential measurement, and a low-noise current
amplifier is connected to the nanopore for ionic current measurement. Here we used 40 nm
diameter citrate stabilized negatively charged gold nanoparticles (GNPs). Because of the
screening effect of the ions, it is technically challenging to detect the movement of a labelfree GNP in an electrolyte based on charge using an electrical method. This setup utilizes
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the advantages of both nanopore and CNE. It offers the opportunity to detect the charged
GNPs (based on their surface charge/surface potential) when they approach, accumulate
and translocate through the nanopore. The nanopore captures the nearby moving GNPs
more efficiently by the enhanced local electric field and brings them to the proximity of
the CNE. The distance between GNPs and CNE is so small that the CNE can work as an
in situ potential probes. The protrusion of CNE out of the nanopore entrance helps the CNE
to sense several GNPs at the same time and detect the GNPs further away from the
nanopore orifice. In this way, the potential results shed light on the accumulation and
dynamic cluster assembly of GNPs outside the nanopore, which is difficult to be detected
at this size scale. In addition, the nanopore helps to detect one GNP out from several GNPs
in a cluster. We are therefore able to acquire both the potential and the current changes
induced by a single GNP during its translocation through the nanopore. We also carried
out finite element method (FEM) simulations to understand the potential detection
mechanism. In general, a potential probe can directly detect the surface potential/surface
charge of an entity although the potential detection range is very short in an ionic solution.
The nanowire-nanopore work reported by Xie et al. 2suggested a new potential sensing
mechanism that is unique for nanopore devices. The translocation of a charged entity
through a nanopore alters the ionic resistances of the ionic circuit, leading to potential
redistributions both outside and inside the nanopore-based on the voltage divider rule. We
have found that the potential sensing mechanism in this nanopore/CNE system is a
combination of both mechanisms, owning to the tip geometry of the nanopipette and the
low ionic strength of the solution. It is very different from the nanowire-nanopore work.
The fabrication of multifunctional nanopipettes is fast and easy, with the price of relatively
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large geometry fluctuations. However, the potential sensing mechanism is robust despite
the large variations in the nanopore and CNE geometry.
5.2: Research and Discussion
5.2.1: Multifunctional Nanopipette Fabrication and Characterization
The multifunctional nanopipettes were fabricated from quartz theta capillary tubes.
The details of dual-nanopore nanopipette fabrication are given in the chapter 2 in Section
2.2.1.2. The fabricated dual-nanopore nanopipettes were imaged by an optical microscope
and a scanning electron microscope (SEM) which are shown in Figure 5.1a. In the top view
image (Figure 5.1a right inset), a separation between two similar sized nanopores (~60nm)
can be barely resolved. The nanopore size was within the range of reported values using
the same pulling parameters.19 From five samples, the mean outer half cone angle θ = 6.5
± 0.5o was obtained, which was used to estimate the nanopore size using following equation
5.1. It should be noted that the inner half cone angle may be smaller than the outer angle,
as revealed by TEM images.20 Therefore, we may systematically underestimate the
nanopore size. Therefore Equation 5.1 only gives a crude estimation of the nanopore size.
As reported previously,8, 21 the surface charge effect of a conical shaped nanopore
can be ignored at the small bias range (i.e., V<kBT/e, where kB is the Boltzmann constant,
T is the temperature, and e is the elementary electron charge). A simple analytical equation
shown below was used for nanopore estimation:
4

1

D = kR (πtanθ)

(5.1)

p
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Rp is the nanopore resistance, and κ is the conductivity of the electrolyte. The Rp was
determined from the IV measurements at 10mM PBS. The κ for 10 mM PBS (at pH 7.4)
was determined to be 1312µS/cm from conductivity measurements.
In the next step, one barrel of the dual-nanopore nanopipette was filled with
pyrolytic carbon to form carbon nanoelectrode (CNE) at the tip.13 The details of CNE
fabrication are given in chapter section 2.3.1. The final CNE geometry can be controlled
by the flow speed/pressure of butane (carbon source) and argon (protective gas) during
carbon deposition. After CNE fabrication, the nanopipette was imaged again by an optical
microscope (see figure 2.4b in chapter 2 under section 2.2.2.3) and the SEM (see Figure
5.1b). The solid black color of one barrel of the nanopipette suggests the successful
fabrication of the CNE. The cross-section SEM image of a broken tip (Figure 5.1c) further
confirms that the pyrolytic carbon has fully filled one barrel of the nanopipette. Figure
5.1b shows the SEM image of a representative nanopore/CNE nanopipette tip. A small
section of the CNE protrudes out of the tip. The diameter of the protruded CNE, which was
around 70 nm for this one, was typically bigger than the nanopore size, which is around 50
nm.
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Figure 5.1. (a)The SEM image of the side view of a dual-nanopore nanopipette. The conical
angle is measured using the two white guidelines. The left inset of (a) shows the top view
of the dual-nanopore nanopipette and two nanopores can be barely resolved. The top right
inset of (a) shows the schematic of the dual-nanopore nanopipette where the black arrow
indicates the thin layer separating two separate barrel. (b) The SEM image of the tip region
of the nanopore/CNE nanopipette. Both nanopore and CNE can be resolved which has
pointed by yellow arrows. The top right inset of (b) shows the schematic of the
nanopore/CNE nanopipette. (c)The cross-section SEM image of a broken nanopore/CNE
nanopipette. Before SEM imaging, the nanopipette was coated with a gold thin film (about
5 nm thick) to reduce charging during SEM imaging.
In experiments, the inner diameter of the nanopore, and the surface charge of inner
nanopore surface was estimated, based on current-voltage (I-V) curves (see Figure 5.2a).
As demonstrated previously by both experiments and simulations, 8, 21, 22 the surface charge
effect was ignored to the I-V curve at low bias, and a simple analytical equation (equation
5.1 in) was used. The calculation of nanopore size is based on the ionic resistance Rp, which
is derived from the reciprocal of the slope of the linear portion of the I-V curve within a
small applied bias range (see Figure 5.2b).21 Similar Rp for the two nanopores of the same
nanopipette was always obtained, verifying that the size of two nanopores was very close.
This was also consistent with other reports.13 The Rp histogram from 28 dual-nanopore
nanopipettes is displayed in Figure 5.2c (green color), and an average Rp of 2.22±0.53 GΩ
is obtained. Using half-cone angle θ = 6.5o,21 the derived average inner pore diameter is 77
± 18 nm if assuming a circular nanopore shape. The distribution of Rp reflects the pipetteto-pipette geometry changes under the same fabrication parameters. After CNE fabrication,
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the mean value of Rp is increased to 3.00±1.16 GΩ (see the gray color histogram in Figure
5.2c), and the corresponding diameter of the nanopore is reduced to 57 ± 22 nm. Therefore,
the nanopore size of a nanopipette is generally reduced after the CNE fabrication step. This
size reduction is attributed to two reasons, the shrinking of nanopore size after hightemperature treatment and the over-deposition of carbon at the nanopipette tip surface.
The asymmetry of IV curves from nanopipette nanopores is mainly determined by
the conical geometry and the surface charge, instead of the electroosmotic flow.21-23
Assuming a fixed half-cone angle, the asymmetry of an IV can be used as a measure of
surface charge density of the nanopipette, which is quantified by the rectification ratio as
I

r = log | I+|.24 A histogram of the rectification ratio of 28 nanopipettes at ±0.4V is shown
-

in Figure 5.2d (green color) and r = -0.78 ± 0.12. The negative sign indicates the negative
surface charges at the quartz nanopipette surface. After the fabrication of CNE, the
magnitude of rectification ratio r is reduced to 0.66 ± 0.26 (Figure 5.2d gray color
histogram), suggesting a reduced surface charge density. This is likely due to the excess
carbon at the nanopore inner surface near the tip after carbon deposition. A similar effect
was observed for nanopipette nanopores after gold deposition.7
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Figure 5.2. (a) IV curves of 28 nanopipettes before (green color) and after CNE fabrication
(gray color). The IV curves were measured in 10 mM PBS. The average curves are overlaid
as bold red (before) and black (after) curves. (b) IVs in a small bias range for
multifunctional nanopipettes P1, P2 and P3 used in the experiment. IVs were recorded in
10 mM PBS (pH 7.4). The square symbol represents the experimental data and the straight
lines are fitted lines. The black, red and green curves represent IVs for P1, P2 and P3
respectively. (c) The histograms of measured pore resistance (base on IV curves) before
(green color) and after CNE fabrication (gray color). The solid lines are Gaussian fits to
the histograms. The mean value is 2.22 ± 0.53 GΩ before CNE fabrication and 3.00 ± 1.16
GΩ after GNE fabrication. The error bar is the standard deviation of the Gaussian fits. (d)
The histograms of rectification ratio r before (green color) and after CNE fabrication (gray
color). ). The solid lines are Gaussian fits to the histograms. The mean value is -0.78 ± 0.12
before CNE fabrication and -0.66 ± 0.26 after GNE fabrication. The error bar is the
standard deviation of the Gaussian fits.
The CVs of these CNEs always showed the typical sigmoidal shape from ultrasmall electrodes (see Figure 2.7 under section 2.3.2), confirming the conductive CNEs
were made by pyrolytic carbon instead of amorphous carbon. The effective electrode area
of the CNE is determined based on the diffusion-limited current id from these CVs (see
Chapter 2 in section 2.3.2). As shown in Figure 5.3b, there is a big variation in the effective
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surface area of the fabricated CNEs. This is attributed to the higher carbon source (Butane
gas) pressure used during CNE fabrication in order to get the protruded CNE. Without the
confinement from the quartz wall, the protruded section of the CNE can grow oversized
easily and quickly. The peak of the measured CNE effective electrode area distribution is
around 0.3 µm2. Using this electrode area, we estimated the CNE diameter to be 220 nm,
if assuming a cylinder geometry with the CNE length three times the radius. This estimated
CNE diameter is more than four times bigger than the typical nanopore size. In addition to
the overgrowth of CNE, excess carbon may be deposited on the outer and inner surfaces
around the nanopipette tip to enlarge the overall CNE size.
Because the fabrication is quick and easy, NP analysis has carried out using a large
number of multifunctional nanopipettes. Similar potential changes were always observed
during the GNP translocation events despite the large variations in the CNE size and
geometry. Herein, the data from three representative nanopore/CNE nanopipettes P1, P2
and P3 have shown. Based on the IV measurements of nanopores (after carbon deposition,
Figure 5.2b) and CV measurements of CNEs (Figure 5.3a), the nanopore diameter was
determined to be 85±7 nm, 64±5 nm and 60±5 nm and the CNE effective surface area to
be 0.30±0.02µm2, 1.33±0.09µm2 and 0.30±0.02µm2 for P1, P2 and P3 respectively. Among
the three, the order for nanopore size is P1 > P2 ≈ P3 and the order for CNE size or surface
area is P1 ≈ P3 << P2. The nanopore size of P1 and the CNE area of P2 are at the high ends
of the distributions. These large geometry variations gave us a chance to understand the
potential sensing mechanism better and demonstrate the robustness of the potential sensing
mechanism.
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Figure 5.3. (a) CVs for multifunctional nanopipettes P1, P2 and P3 used in the experiment.
CVs were recorded in 1x PBS solution containing 1mM Ru(NH3)6+ ions at a sweep rate
20mV/s. The black, red and green curves represent CVs for P1, P2 and P3 respectively. (b)
The distribution of CNE effective area.
5.2.2: Simultaneous Ionic Current and Potential Measurements of GNP Motion
We used citrate-stabilized 40 nm GNPs as model NPs to demonstrate the capability
of these multifunctional nanopipettes for simultaneous ionic current and potential
measurements. The measurement setup and the details are given in chapter 2 under section
2.3.4 (see Figure 2.8). The bath solution is grounded and a positive bias is applied inside
the nanopore. Therefore, the electric field drives the negatively charged GNPs towards the
nanopore. The solution in the bath and nanopipette is 10 mM PBS with pH 7.4, unless
specified otherwise. The GNPs are stable at this low salt concentration. The zeta potential
of these GNPs is determined to be -34.2mV in 10 mM PBS by dynamic light scattering
(DLS) method (see Chapter 2 in section 2.3.5). According to the colloidal theory, the
measured zeta potential is at the slipping plane of the NP. At low salt concentration, we
can ignore the stern layer and use Gouy-Chapman model (V=V0e-x/δ) to estimate the
potential V0 at the NP surface. Here, δ is the Debye length and is about 2.8 nm in 10 mM
PBS. V is the zeta potential when x equals the slipping plane thickness x SP. We estimated
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xSP to be 1.9 nm (see section 2.3.5 in chapter 2). Therefore, the surface potential V0 of the
GNP is about 66 mV and the corresponding surface charge density is about -24 mC/m2.
Before adding GNPs in the solution, the current time traces (black color) are stable and
featureless, for all the tested nanopipettes at various applied biases (an example is shown
in trace (i) of Figure 5.4a). Meanwhile, there are only small and slow fluctuations in the
potential time trace (red color). There is a nonzero potential difference in the potential time
trace, which is about -0.14 V for trace (i) in Figure 5.4a. For other measured nanopipettes,
the nonzero potential baseline values varied from -0.1V to -0.8V though most values are at
the lower magnitude end. The possible reasons for this large potential baseline are 1)
different electrochemical potentials between a carbon electrode and Ag/AgCl electrode and
2) the polarization of CNE. We also analyzed the noise spectra of both current and potential
traces (see section 5.2.4 of this chapter). Between the two, the noise of potential data is
much smaller and especially at high-frequency region.
With 40 nm GNPs in the bath solution, characteristic ionic current spikes and
downward potential changes appear in the current and potential time traces after a certain
waiting time. Figures 5.4-5.5 show several typical time traces of ionic current and potential,
which were recorded simultaneously. The current spikes and potential changes always
appear with strong one-to-one correspondence. These features are owning to the
translocation of GNPs through the nanopore, confirmed by the appearance of GNPs inside
the nanopipette barrel in the optical microscope images after the electrical measurements
(see Figure 5.10). More GNPs appeared inside the nanopipette barrel when more current
spikes and potential spikes/steps were observed in the measurements.
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Figure 5.4. (a) The current (black) and potential (red) traces (20 s) at Vb=0.1V before (i)
and after (ii) adding 40nm GNPs in the bath solution. The potential dips at (iii), (iv), and
(v) positions of time trace (ii) are also displayed in zoom-in traces. All the data are from
nanopipette P1. Both bath and nanopore filling solution are 10mM PBS. Both the current
and potential traces are collected at 50 kHz sampling rate and smoothed using the moving
average method with 0.2ms (10 points) window size for current and 2ms (100 points)
window size for potential. (b) A scheme to show the translocation of single GNP in three
steps. The red color region represents the potential sensing zone. (c) The proposed
equivalent circuit of the nanopore/CNE system.
Several groups have investigated the ionic current changes arising from the
translocation of GNPs through a conical nanopipette.25-27 We noticed that our data are quite
complicated. We attribute the complexity to two reasons: the measurements were carried
out at low salt concentration and the GNPs accumulated near the nanopore entrance before
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translocation. It has been well-studied that the ionic current spike appears differently at low
ionic concentration.8,

28, 29

At low ionic concentration, the surface charges of NP and

nanopore play important roles and affect the distribution of ions within the nanopore. As a
result, the current spike characteristics vary in shape and direction under different
conditions. Entity accumulation behavior was observed when charged molecules were
driven by electric force to enter a very small and charged CNT nanopore or silicon
nanopore;30, 31 however, the accumulation/enrichment of a few tens nanometer-sized NPs
at the nanopore entrance, and its effect on the ionic current signal, are less investigated. In
our experiments, the GNP experienced a high entrance resistance for most of the tested
nanopores, leading to frequent accumulation of GNPs near the pore orifice. This is based
on several experimental observations: 1) A waiting time up to one hour (with an applied
bias) is always needed before the first characteristic current, and potential changes occur.
The waiting time is shorter with a higher applied bias or higher GNP bath concentration.
We often applied a higher bias (i.e., 0.6V) at the beginning of the experiment and then used
a smaller bias (i.e., 0.1V) to record data when events appear. After the appearance of
translocation events, we noticed the event frequency gradually reduced. 2) The current
spikes often appear in a burst of several spikes instead of individual spikes (see Figure 5.5).
The number of spikes in each burst revealed the number of GNPs in the assembly near the
nanopore. 3) In addition to the cluster of current spikes, we observed a dramatic change in
potential baseline before the translocation, and staircase potential increase with a one-toone correspondence between the potential steps and the current spikes (see Figure 5.5). As
we will discuss later, the accumulation and translocation of GNPs produced these potential
changes. 4) Increased current spike frequency and reduced number of current spikes in
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each cluster are observed at higher applied biases. A higher electric force should help to
overcome the entrance resistance and suppress the GNP accumulation, leading to more
frequent translocation events and reduced GNP cluster size. Interestingly, excess noise
appears in the potential noise spectra with the degree of GNP accumulation near the CNE
(see section 5.2.3). We can also use the excess noise as a signature of GNP accumulation.
The frequent GNP accumulation near nanopipette tip provides a good opportunity to
investigate the nanoscale entity accumulation/enrichment and is a good test for the
performance of these multifunctional nanopipettes.

Figure 5.5 (a-b) The 20 seconds current (black), potential (V, red) and first derivative of
potential traces (dV/dt, blue) at 0.1V (top) for P1(a) and P2 (b) after adding 40 nm GNPs
in the solution. The purple strips indicated the full time span of potential dips. The green
arrows indicate three current spikes appeared during the potential decrease stage of a
potential dip. (c-d) The zoom-in traces of the green shaded regions of (a) and (b). The red
arrows mark the small potential changes. 0.2ms (10 points) moving average is applied to
both current and potential data. (e) A scheme to show the accumulation of GNPs near the
nanopipette tip and the possible wire cluster formation of GNPs before translocation.
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We have evaluated the entrance resistance for all the nanopipettes based on the
waiting time, event frequency, cluster size, and cluster formation time before translocation.
In a low ionic strength solution, the electrostatic repulsion between negatively charged NP
and nanopore inner surface becomes significant, leading to a high entrance resistance for
the GNP. To reduce the entrance resistance, strategies such as chemical modification are
used to reduce the negative surface charge density of the glass surface.25 A pressure
gradient is also applied to provide an extra driving force to help the negatively charged
NPs overcome the nanopore entrance resistance.29 In a control experiment, we filled P3
nanopore with 25 mM PBS solution to reduce the surface charge effect. The nanopores of
P2 and P3 have the similar pore size. Compared with P2 nanopore filled with 10 mM PBS
solution, the translocation of GNPs through P3 nanopore became much easier. In addition
to the electrostatic repulsion, the observed high entrance resistance for GNPs could also
originate from the small nanopore size and the hindrance by the oversized CNE near the
nanopore orifice. The CNE of P2 was overgrown and became much bigger than that of P1
and P3. Out of the three, the GNPs experienced the highest entrance resistance for P2
nanopore, showing few events and more GNPs in an accumulated cluster (see Figure 5.5
b&d).
We also performed the same experiments using a dual-nanopore nanopipette with
no CNE at the nanopipette tip (see Figure 5.8). As we will discuss later, the GNPs still
accumulated near the nanopore entrance because of small nanopore size and electrostatic
repulsion. However, the GNP translocation is much faster.
Before discussing potential changes, we will briefly discuss the current spikes. As
we mentioned earlier, multiple mechanisms play important roles for the GNP
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translocations at low salt concentrations. Therefore, the current spikes can be either upward
or downward at 10mM salt concentration, depending on the applied bias, the size and the
surface charge of nanopore, and that of GNP.27, 29, 32 In addition, in all tested nanopipettes
and at various measurement conditions, we observed bipolar, triangular and rectangular
shaped current spikes. The triangular shape of current spike is attributed to the typical
electrophoretic transport of GNPs through conical shape nanopore.25 The rectangular shape
current spike is attributed to the slower translocation of GNPs. The GNPs may be slowed
down by the opposite electroosmotic flow,8 the interactions with nanopore surface, or the
high entrance resistance of the nanopore. The bipolar spikes are likely due to the surface
charge effects of charged GNPs and the nanopore inner surface.29 Thorough investigations
are needed for these ionic current changes, and they are beyond the scope of this paper. It
is worth to point out that whichever the shape and direction of current spikes,
corresponding potential changes always appear simultaneously.
We will now focus on the observed potential changes. Although GNP accumulation
happens more often in these multifunctional nanopipettes, we will first discuss the potential
changes induced by single GNP translocation events with weak or no GNP accumulation.
The trace (ii) of Figure 5.4a shows a typical current and potential trace (20 seconds long)
of this type, recorded from P1 at 0.1V. Downward current spikes and potential dips are
observed. The zoom-in traces of big (trace (iii)) and small (trace (iv)) potential dips (red
color) and the corresponding current spikes (black color) are also displayed. The current
spike is bipolar, showing both upward and downward changes in one event. For the
potential dip, the potential began to drop at almost the same time when the current began
to change (indicated by the blue arrow in trace (iv)). The duration of a bipolar current spike
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is almost the same as the duration ∆tp of a potential dip. The same duration time suggests
a single GNP translocation event generates a potential dip. We also observed rectangular
shape potential baseline changes, as shown in the zoom-in trace (v). The magnitude of
these potential baseline changes is very small (about 0.1mV) and the changes can last for
a few seconds. We did not find corresponding current changes for these rectangular
potential baseline changes. These potential changes are likely due to the small motion of
GNPs near the CNE potential sensing zone and outside the nanopore orifice. Because the
extrusion of the CNE, the non-translocating motion of GNP does not affect the ionic current
but can affect the CNE potential if the GNPs are very close to the CNE surface.
What is the potential detection mechanism for the multifunctional nanopipette? We
have carried out FEM simulations to understand the potential detection mechanism in this
system. We will first explain qualitatively, and the quantitative simulation results are
shown in Figure 5.13 &5.14 in simulation sections. Obviously, the potential of a GNP can
be detected based on the direct potential or charge sensing mechanism: the presence of a
charged GNP alters the potential of a nearby potential probe. However, the sensing range
of this mechanism is very short in ionic solution because of the charge screening effect.
Based on Gouy-Chapman model (V=V0e-x/δ), only a 20 µV potential change can be
detected when a GNP with a surface potential 66 mV is about 23 nm away from the
potential probe. For a nanopore device, a voltage divider sensing mechanism is also
available, as reported by Xie et.al..2 To understand how this sensing mechanism works in
our multifunctional nanopipette, we draw an equivalent circuit as shown in Figure
5.4c.Three variable resistors are connected in series. Rac, Rpore and Rb are the access
resistance, nanopore resistance, and barrel resistance respectively. The potential of the bath
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solution is 0V (grounded), and the potential deep inside the barrel of the nanopore side is
Va, the applied bias. The CNE is treated as a point probe and positioned at the location
between Rac and Rpore. The translocation of a GNP through the nanopipette consequentially
increases the magnitudes of Rac, Rpore and Rb. These resistance changes alter the potential
distribution in the circuit, and therefore the potential at the potential probe CNE. For this
sensing mechanism, the GNP has a long-range impact on the potential at the CNE even the
GNP is inside the nanopipette barrel and several hundred nanometers away from the
orifice, owning to the small conical angle of the nanopipette. Our simulation reveals that
both sensing mechanisms contribute to the observed results. Figure 5.4b illustrates the
typical motion of a GNP during the translocation event in three steps: (1) approaching the
nanopipette tip and entering the CNE potential sensing zone (red color area); (2)
translocating through the nanopore orifice; (3) moving inside the narrow barrel of the
nanopore side. We also labeled these steps in a potential dip shown in Figure5.4a (iii). At
step 1, the voltage divider model predicts a potential increase (less negative) at the CNE
because the presence of GNPs near the nanopore entrance increases the magnitude of R ac
and therefore increases the potential drop at the Rac. In the opposite, the direct potential
sensing model predicts a potential decrease (more negative) at the CNE for the approaching
of negatively charged GNPs. Therefore, the two mechanisms compete with each other. The
always downward potential dips observed in the experiments suggested the direct
potential/charge sensing mechanism dominates step 1 at our experimental conditions. At
step 2, the screening of GNP surface charge by the quartz wall and the magnitude increase
of Rpore both lead to a potential increase at the CNE. Therefore, both mechanisms contribute
positively to the potential increase at the CNE. This leads to a sharp increase in the
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potential dip. At step 3, because the GNP is inside the barrel and far away from the CNE,
the direct potential/charging sensing mechanism fails. Only voltage divider model works
at step 3 and the gradual decrease of Rb leads to a gradual increase of potential at CNE (as
well as current). The potential will return to the original potential baseline when the GNP
is deep inside the barrel.
We performed the statistical analysis of a large number of isolated potential dips.
From the scatter plot and histograms in Figure 5.6, a single GNP translocation event
induced a mean duration time ∆tp about 4.2 ± 0.8 ms and a mean potential change ∆Vp
about 0.27 ± 0.14 mV at the CNE. The maximum potential change is less than 2 mV.
Obviously, the potential change is only a small fraction of the GNP zeta potential. Because
the measured potential change magnitude is mainly caused by the surface potential/change
of the GNP, the small potential change suggests the GNPs keep a small distance away from
the CNE during the translocation.

Figure 5.6. The scatter plot and histograms of potential dip height ∆Vp and width ∆tp from
259 potential dips similar to (iii) and (iv) of 4.4 (a). The solid lines of the histograms are
Gaussian fits.
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As we mentioned earlier, the GNPs often accumulate near the nanopore orifice
because a nanopore with a high entrance resistance can hinder the GNP translocation. The
presence of multiple GNPs in the CNE sensing zone makes cumulative changes to the
potential change at the CNE, which we can use to study the dynamic accumulation of
GNPs. Our results clearly demonstrate this. Figure 5.5a shows another type of time trace
from P1. The current (black curve) baseline is still very stable, but the potential baseline
(red curve) varied significantly, showing a large number of saw-tooth type big potential
dips. More regular and bigger potential dips are observed for P2 (Figure 5.5b). The shape
of these potential dips in Figures 5.5a and 5.5b (see three examples marked by purple color
strips) is very different from the potential dips induced by individual GNP translocation
events in Figure 5.4. In each large potential dip, the potential first drops continuously, then
gradually flats out (this stage is missing in Figure 5.5a from P1 but is obvious in Figure
5.5b from P2), finally rises up sharply. Again, there is no corresponding change in the ionic
current for the majority part of a potential dip. Corresponding current changes are only
found in the fast rising edge, as shown in Figure 5.5c and 5.5d, two zoom-in traces with
expanded fast rising edges. Clearly, the fast rising edge of each potential dip contains
multiple potential steps and aligns with the same number of current spikes. The current
spikes are of rectangular shape with the same height. These current spikes confirm that the
staircase type of fast-rising potential is the result of continuous translocations of multiple
GNPs. The accumulation of several GNPs towards the nanopipette tip is likely the reason
for the large potential dip before the translocations. It is interesting to note that these
rectangular current spikes are also different from the bipolar ones from single GNP
translocation events (see Figure 5.4). For all the pipettes, we mainly observe rectangular
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shaped current spikes and occasionally triangular shaped current spikes when the GNP
translocation happens after the GNP accumulation step. The accumulation of charged
GNPs may affect local ion and potential distributions as well as the GNP translocation
motion.
The difference in the nanopore entrance resistance of P1 and P2 contributes to the
difference in the potential data. For P2 with a bigger entrance resistance, the frequency of
potential dips are much less, but the magnitudes are bigger, suggesting more GNPs
accumulated at the nanopore orifice before the coupled translocation. Meanwhile, the
accumulated GNPs near the nanopipette tip should leave enough rooms to allow ions to
pass, suggested by the unchanging ionic current baseline. As shown in P1 data (Figure
5.5a), individual potential steps (indicated by green arrows) with their corresponding
current spikes are often observed during the continuous potential drop stage. These single
GNP translocation events interrupted the GNP accumulation, preventing a large GNP
cluster to form outside the P1 nanopore orifice. Compared with the potential dips of P2,
the time duration for a potential dip of P1 is much shorter. The potential dip of P2 often
contains a flat bottom, suggesting the GNP assembly reaches a dynamic equilibrium. No
flat region is observed for the short-lived potential dips in P1 data. Furthermore, the fast
rising edge of a potential dip typically contains no more than three steps for P1. In contrast,
there are more than five steps are observed in the fast rising edge of a potential dip from
P2, suggesting the GNP cluster formed outside the P2 nanopore entrance contains more
than five GNPs (see Figure 5.5d).
The potential traces in Figure 5.5 are complicated because there are cumulative
contributions from several GNPs. The large potential baseline changes due to GNP
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accumulation overshadowed the smaller potential changes caused by single GNP
translocation. Therefore, we plotted the first derivative (dV/dt) of all the potential traces
(blue curves) in Figure 5.5. In the dV/dt plot, the slow baseline change becomes very small.
In contrast, the fast potential change caused by single GNP translocation at the nanopore
mouth becomes prominent. One-to-one correspondence between current spikes and the
first derivative potential peaks is immediately clear. The magnitude and sign of dV/dt
reflect the speed and direction of moving GNPs. The small negative baseline (about several
mV/s in magnitude) in these derivative plots suggests that the assembled GNPs approach
very slowly toward the nanopipette tip and are almost motionless (for P2) before several
coupled single GNP translocation events begin. The positive peaks with more than two
orders higher magnitude around 0.5-1V/s suggest the translocating speed of GNP at the
nanopore orifice is much faster than the approaching speed of GNP outside the nanopore
orifice. The dV/dt trace also reveals small potential changes, as indicated by the red arrows
in Figures 5.5c and 5.5d. Such small variations are found to appear more often in the
baseline of P2 dV/dt trace (Figure 5.5d). On closer examination, we can barely recognize
corresponding current changes at several positions in the current trace. These small changes
are likely due to the non-translocation motions of GNPs near the CNE sensing zone. It is
expected that more GNPs accumulated near the P2 tip region will generate more nontranslocation events. Without analyzing the current and potential changes together, we
cannot notice these non-translocation events. Interestingly, we did not recognize any hitn-stay collision events by GNPs at the CNE. These events should cause much larger stepwise potential changes at the CNE with no corresponding ionic current changes at the
nanopore. Optical microscope images also reveal no signs of large GNP aggregations at
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the tip of the nanopipette. In contrast, we always observed GNP aggregations inside the
nanopipette barrel after translocation experiments. A plausible reason is that the GNPs
cannot stick to the CNE surface with a high curvature. The hit-n-run collision events by
GNPs may happen at the CNE, and these events may be too fast to be observed.
The dramatic drop in potential baseline and the staircase type potential increase
provide information of the dynamic GNP accumulation-translocation process. Figure 5.5e
illustrates a proposed mechanism. With an applied bias, GNPs move towards the nanopore
entrance by electrophoresis. Near the nanopore entrance, the nanopore stops the
approaching GNPs and induces GNP accumulation. When the entrance resistance of the
nanopore is big enough, the nanopore can keep a large number of GNPs outside the orifice,
and the GNP assembly can reach a dynamic equilibrium, revealed by the almost zero dV/dt
for P2 at 0.1V. The dV/dt curve also revealed the frequent non-translocation motions of
these GNPs while waiting outside the nanopore entrance. We speculate the GNPs may
cluster in a pearl chain formation outside the nanopore orifice, similar to previous
observations of GNP pearl-chain assembly in a non-uniform AC electric field.33, 34 In the
bulk solution, the charged GNPs are stabilized by electrostatic repulsion. Near the
nanopore entrance, they become highly concentrated. Pushed by other GNPs from behind,
the GNPs near the pore mouth can overcome the electrostatic repulsion and become very
close to each other. Because the electric field is greatly enhanced near the nanopore mouth
and close to the GNP surface (~1x107 V/m, see Figure 5.13a), these polarized GNPs
become very close to each other or even make contact in a chain formation because of the
attractive mutual dielectrophoretic (DEP) force.35 The protruded CNE geometry and the
relatively large effective electrode area allow more GNPs to reach the sensing zone of the
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CNE and affect the CNE potential cumulatively. The increased number of GNPs inside the
potential sensing zone and the decreased distance between GNP and CNE lead to a
continuous and gradual potential drop at the CNE. At this step, the direct potential/charge
sensing mechanism still dominates, supported by the unchanging ionic current baseline.
The accumulation helps the GNPs to overcome the nanopore entrance resistance. With the
accumulation of negatively charged GNPs near the nanopore, the electrostatic repulsion
between GNPs, the GNP concentration gradient, and the electrophoresis are all increased,
and they provide additional driving forces to push the GNPs to enter the nanopore.
Eventually, the first GNP in the cluster enters the nanopore, leaving the others in the cluster
outside the nanopore. The stronger attractive force between GNPs in the cluster may drive
all the GNPs in the cluster to enter the nanopore one after the other. As a result, the staircase
type potential increase appears. The number of steps indicates the number of GNPs in the
chain cluster. The chain can be formed much longer outside P2 nanopore. While the GNPs
in the chain cluster enter the nanopore, the GNPs behind also move forward to fill the
vacancy and form a new chain cluster. Correspondingly, a continuous potential drop shows
up again, as suggested by the experimental results in Figure 5.5. The cluster formationtranslocation cycle can repeat many times at the nanopore entrance, which creates a sawtooth potential change pattern. Because of the continuous GNP movements outside the
nanopore, the gradual potential increase due to the single GNP movement inside the
nanopore (step 3 in Figure 5.4b) cannot be detected.
We analyzed the characteristics of a large number of potential steps as well as their
corresponding current spikes. For the same nanopipette, although the event frequency
increases with the increased applied bias, no obvious bias dependence is observed for the
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duration and magnitude of potential steps (as well as the two parameters of current spikes),
which is likely diminished by the accumulation behavior of GNPs. We, therefore,
combined the data at different applied biases. Figure 5.7a shows the intensity plot of the
potential step height ∆Vs versus step width ∆ts, which is composed of 1847 potential steps
from P1 at 0.1V. The maximum ∆Vs is about 6 mV, which is much smaller than the zeta
potential of a GNP. Therefore, these events are unlikely from hit-n-stay or hit-n-run
collision events from GNPs when accumulating outside the nanopore. For comparison,
Figure 5.7b shows the intensity plot of corresponding current spike results. The potential
step height ∆Vs is 0.32 ± 0.23 mV and the step width ∆tS is 1.0 ± 0.3 ms. The ∆Vs is slightly
bigger than ∆Vp showing in Figure 5.7 while ∆tS is much shorter than ∆tp. The obvious
difference between ∆tS and ∆tp supports our assumption in the previous paragraph that the
translocating GNP is pushed by additional driving forces and enters the nanopore faster
when there are GNP accumulations at the nanopore entrance. The current spike height ∆Ip
is 3.1 ± 0.9 pA and the current spike width ∆tI is 1.0 ± 0.3 ms. There is no noticeable
difference in the mean values and the distributions between ∆tS and ∆tI. This confirmed
once again that the GNP translocation event caused the potential step. From Figure 5.7a
we also find ∆Vs is proportional to ∆ts, as revealed by the green dash guideline. In contrast,
∆II is independent of ∆tI (Figure 5.7b). This is because ionic current change ∆II is more
sensitive to the size of GNP and ∆Vs is more sensitive to the distance between GNP and
CNE. The slower GNP translocation events should have opportunities to move closer to
the CNE and cause bigger potential changes at the CNE. As shown in Figure 5.7a-b, we
divide all the events of P1 into (i) fast (∆tI <1ms), (ii) medium (1ms<∆tI<3ms) and (iii)
slow (∆tI >3ms) regions. There are about 38% fast events (∆tI <1ms) for P1 and about 16%
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for P2. Thus, the entrance resistance of nanopore certainly plays a role in slowing down
the GNP translocation. We also showed two representative events at region (i) and (iii) in
Figure 5.7c. The potential (red) and current (black) changes begin and end almost at the
same time. It is also obvious that the magnitude of ∆II is almost the same while the
magnitude of ∆Vs is much bigger for the slow event (iii). In (iii), the potential baseline
slope before and after the potential step is obvious and similar. Therefore, the single GNP
translocation event is coupled with the collective and slow approaching movement of
GNPs outside the nanopore. The slower event (iii) showed much better signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) than the fast event (i). Because the GNP translocation is slower when the nanopore
entrance resistance is higher, we can improve the SNR of potential measurement by using
a nanopore with a large entrance resistance.
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Figure 5.7. (a-b) The intensity plots of the distributions of height and width of the potential
steps (a) and corresponding current spikes (b) of P1 nanopore and CNE data. The yellow
(at 1ms) and green dash lines are guides to the eye. (c) Two representatives (i) fast and (iii)
slow translocation events with the potential steps (red color) and corresponding current
spikes (black). The green dash lines indicate the start and end points for potential steps and
current spikes. 0.2ms (10 points) moving average is applied to both current and potential
data.
Dual-nanopore nanopipette without CNE was also used for simultaneous ionic
current and potential measurements.36 The conductive electrolyte in one barrel replaced the
conductive CNE as the potential sensing probe. We compared the difference in potential
detection between dual-nanopore nanopipette and CNE/nanopore nanopipette. The first
notable difference is that the chance to observe ionic current spikes resulted by GNP
translocations is significantly lower when using dual-nanopore nanopipettes. However, the
optical microscope images (see Figure 5.10) always indicated that the GNP translocation
events indeed happened. One plausible explanation is that many events happen too fast to
be detected. The data shown in Figure 5.8 supported this. The mean current spike width ∆tI
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is about 0.6 ms for a dual-nanopore nanopipette with a very small nanopore size 44 ± 4 nm
at 0.5V. This ∆tI is obviously shorter than the ones we observed from P1, P2 or P3. We
seldom observed current spikes from a nanopore with size over 60 nm. Therefore, the
GNPs should translocate much faster through the nanopore of a dual-nanopore nanopipette.
The presence of CNE slowed down the translocation of GNP and therefore made the
translocation event easier to detect in both ionic current and potential signals. The current
spikes also appeared in cluster style (see Figure 5.8c), suggesting that the large entrance
resistance for negatively charged GNPs still exists for these dual-nanopore nanopipettes.
The current spikes are often upward, resulting from the significant overlap of double layers.
We observed saw-tooth type potential baseline changes as well. However, the fine
structures such as staircase type potential steps are lost. Thus, the CNE is critical for
realizing single GNP sensitivity. We also noticed that even the cumulative baseline
potential changes were not easy to be observed when using these dual-nanopore
nanopipettes.

These control experiment results highlighted the advantage of using

CNE/nanopore nanopipette for simultaneous current and potential measurements of GNP
translocation events.
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Figure 5.8. (a) The setup for the measurement using dual-nanopore nanopipette. (b) The
current (black) and potential (red) time traces (1s) before adding GNPs (Vp=0.5V). (c) The
current (black) and potential (red) time traces (1s) after adding GNPs (Vp=0.5V). (d) The
zoom-in trace of the green color shaded region to show individual rectangular shape current
spikes and the corresponding potential change.
The size of the nanopore is 44 ± 4 nm. For this size of the nanopore, upward and
square shape current spikes were often observed at low salt concentration. Figure 5.8 (c-d)
showed the typically upward current spikes at 10mM PBS. Current spikes showed uniform
magnitude at 8 ±1 pA and the width of these spikes is 0.62 ± 0.02 ms( see Figure 5.9). The
current spike magnitude is bigger than P1 and P2 nanopipettes described above, which is
due to the comparable size between GNPs and the nanopore here. The width of these spikes
is shorter than the one of P1, suggesting GNPs translocate faster through the nanopore. As
shown in Figure 5.8(c) and (d), we also observed familiar saw-tooth potential changes.
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These potential changes can roughly correlate to the spike clusters. However, the one-toone correspondence is lost.

Figure 5.9. The histograms for spike height (∆II) and spike width (∆tI) of 583 current spikes
with dual nanopore nanopipette. The red curves are the Gaussian fits.
We also observed downward current spikes from other measurements. In summary,
upward current spikes are more often observed (1) when the size of the nanopore is close
to the GNP size, (2) at a higher applied bias and (3) at lower salt concentrations. For some
nanopores, we observed downward spikes at 0.1V but upward current spikes at higher bias,
which is likely due to the stronger electroosmotic flow at a higher applied bias. With 25
mM PBS bath solution, the chance to observe downward current spikes are more often.

5.2.3: Optical Microscope Images of GNPs Inside the Nanopipettes After Translocation
Experiments

Figure 5.10. Optical microscope images for (i) dual-nanopore nanopipette and (ii)
CNE/nanopore nanopipette after GNP translocation experiments. The GNP aggregates are
clearly visible inside the nanopipette barrel.
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5.2.4: Noise Analysis of Ionic Current and Potential Measurements
The potential amplifier is battery powered, and the only x10 gain is used. Therefore
the bandwidth for potential measurement can be much larger than the current measurement.
In the measurements, we used 5 kHz and 40 kHz low-pass filter bandwidth for current and
potential measurements respectively. We compared the noise in ionic current and potential
data in our measurements. The noise power spectrum density (PSD) S(f) is obtained by
performing Fast Fourier Transformations (FFT) on a current or potential time trace (one
second) at 0.1V. Figure 5.11 (a) and (b) showed the normalized PSDs of current (S I/I2) and
potential (Sv/V2) for P1, P2 and P3 before adding GNPs. It is obvious that the noise of
potential data is much smaller than that of ionic current data, especially at high frequency
(>100 Hz). The potential noise spectra display characteristic 1/f noise or flicker noise at
low frequency (<100 Hz). The potential noise spectral density distribution flats out at
higher frequency with reduced magnitude. In contrast, the ionic current noise spectra show
capacitance noise, which increases with the frequency. The noise analysis suggests the
potential measurement is better for faster event measurement. We also compared the
potential noise of P1, P2 and P3 before adding GNPs in the bath solution. Overall, the noise
of P1 is the smallest, and the noise of P2 is the biggest. The CNE surface area may play a
role here. There should be an optimized CNE geometry and surface area considering the
balance among noise, sensitivity and sensing range. After adding GNPs, we noticed noise
increase in the potential noise spectra. The noise is related to the accumulation of GNPs.
As shown in Figure 5.11(c), no obvious change is observed in the noise spectra
immediately after adding GNPs. With the accumulation of GNPs near the nanopipette tip,
the change in noise spectra becomes obvious. Low-frequency noise (<100Hz) is increased
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with the GNP accumulation, which is related to the observed potential baseline change. At
high frequency, a broad bump appears between 1-10 k Hz. This high-frequency noise (also
see Figure 5.11 (f)) is stronger after a longer accumulation time. This phenomenon is
interesting, and the exact reason needs further investigation. Figure 5.11 (d) compares the
noise spectra of P1, P2 and P3 after the heavy accumulation of GNPs, suggested by event
frequency. The same high-frequency noise can be barely found in the noise spectra of P3
but cannot be resolved in the noise spectra of P2. This is because the noise level of P2 and
P3 is higher.
Before data analysis, we normally applied 10 points (0.2ms window size) to both
the current and potential time traces to reduce noise. Figure 5.11 (e) shows one example
before and after the 10 points moving average smoothing. The zoom-in trace in Figure 5.11
(f) illustrates that the 10 points moving average did not change the time duration and
magnitude of a fast current spike and potential step (<1 ms). The Figure 5.11(f) is a noisier
trace from P1. The meter picked up spurious high frequency (>1 k Hz) and 60 Hz powerline
noises. Even in this condition, the potential step is still resolvable in the raw data. After
smoothing, the peak-to-peak potential noise is reduced from 0.4mV to 0.1mV, and the
potential step is obvious. We sometimes also used 100 points moving average (2 ms
window size) when the events are slower than 2 ms. The peak-to-peak potential noise can
be smaller than 10µV.
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Figure 5.11 (a, b) The normalized noise power spectra for ionic current (a) and potential
(b) for a 1 second time trace from nanopipettes P1, P2 and P3 at applied bias Vb = 100 mV.
No GNPs were added in the solution. (c) The normalized potential noise power spectra for
P1 before (blue) and after adding GNPs in the solution at various times. A higher bias (Vb
= 300 mV) is used during GNP accumulation. (d) The normalized potential noise spectra
for P1, P2 and P3 at Vb=100mV after GNP accumulation. (e) A typical curve of P1 at
50mV after adding GNPs. The black curve is the raw data for current measurement and the
red curve is the smoothed curve of current after 10 points moving average. Similarly, the
gray curve is the raw data for potential measurement and the blue curve is the smoothed
curve of potential after 10 points moving average. (f) The zoomed in current and potential
traces after applying moving average smoothing method. Both raw data and smoothed data
are shown. The sampling rate is 50kS/s for both measurements and the bandwidth is 5k Hz
for current and 40k Hz for potential. The bath solution is always 10mM PBS.
5.2.5: Finite Element Based Numerical Simulations
We have carried out FEM simulations to understand the potential detection
mechanism through the nanopore/nanoelectrode system. We have qualitatively explained
the potential detection mechanism in above section. Now we will discuss FEM simulation
results in detail.
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Finite element based numerical simulations is used to solve the problems that
cannot be solved using analytical solutions. The NP translocation through a single
nanopore nanopipette has been thoroughly simulated previously based on a finite element
based numerical simulations.20,

21, 25, 29

However, quantitative prediction of the local

potential change during translocation of charged nanoparticle through the nanopore of
multifunctional nanopipette (nanopore/nanoelectrode) has not been done yet. Therefore,
the potential detection by carbon nanoelectrodes (CNE) during the GNP translocation
through the nanopore of nanopore/CNE was focused. How the ion fluxes, potential
distribution, and electric field within the nanopore affects the local potential change on the
CNE during translocation of charged GNP was computed by using coupled PoissonNernst-Planck equation.37-39 The nature of ion fluxes and potential distribution are modeled
by the Nernst-Planck equation as shown in Equation 5.2 assuming electroneutrality and no
convection where the relationship of ion concentrations with electric potential is simulated
by Poisson’s equation as shown in equation 5.3.
Ji = -Di ∇ci -

zi F
RT

Di Ci ∇∅

5.2

F

∇2 ∅ = - ϵ ∑i zi ci

5.3

In above equations, Ji, Di, ci, zi, and ϵ are, respectively, the ion flux vector, diffusion
coefficient, concentration, charge of species i and a dielectric constant in the electrolyte
solution. Φ is the local electric potential and F, R, T and are Faraday’s constant, the gas
constant, and temperature, respectively.
Multifunctional nanopipette/CNE was modeled using 2D axial symmetric
geometry as shown in Figure 5.12 The quasi 3D view near the tip was shown in the inset
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(i) and the CNE displayed a donut shape. This geometry exaggerated the CNE size. As we
will discuss later, the size of CNE did not play an important role though it will slightly
affect the access ionic resistance and a number of induced charges. Therefore, we still use
this geometry because the computation time is much shorter. The half cone angle θ of the
nanopipette was fixed at 6.5˚. -5 mC/m2 surface charge density was typically applied on
the quartz walls if not mentioned otherwise. The nanopipette surface charge effect to the
ionic current and potential changes was also compared. The changes are very small, and
there are about 7% increases for both current and potential when the surface charge density
of the quartz wall is increased from 0 to -5 mC/m2.

Figure 5.12. The 2D axial symmetric geometry of the nanopipette/CNE used for the FEM
simulations. The figures are drawn to scale (r=0 indicates the axis symmetry line). Insets:
(i) the quasi 3D view of the simulation model near the tip. (ii-iii) zoom-in views of the tip
region with (ii) a hemispherical shape CNE with radius 38.5nm and (iii) a flat CNE. (iv)
mesh distribution near the tip of hemispherical shape CNE.
Similar to experimental conditions, the nanopore diameter and the CNE base size
were fixed at 77 nm. The protrusion length of CNE was changed from 38.5 nm (ii,
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hemispherical CNE) to 0 nm (iii, flat CNE) in the models of Figure 5.12. The surface area
of CNE (ii) is 1.53 time CNE (iii). The simulation was carried out with one 40 nm GNP or
a cluster of three GNPs (1 nm inter-GNP distance) in the model. A surface charge density
-24 mC/m2 was typically applied to the GNP surface if not mentioned otherwise. The
surfaces at the CNE and the GNP were allowed to float. A constant potential difference
0.1V was applied to the system, and the bath solution is grounded. The whole computation
domain was discretized into free triangular elements. The mesh size is much smaller than
the Debye length (~2.8 nm). To simplify the simulation, only two ions, potassium and
chloride ions, are used at 10 mM concentration. The parameters used during simulations
are listed in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Simulations parameters
Parameters

Value

Relative permittivity (εr)

80

Temperature (T)

298 K

Diffusion coefficient (K+)

1.957×10-9 (m2s-1)

Diffusion coefficient (Cl-)

2.032×10-9 (m2s-1)

Charge number (ZK+)

1

Charge number (ZCl-)

-1

Concentration (CK+)

0.01 M

Concentration (CCl-)

0.01 M

Maximum element (mesh) size

0.01111 µm

Minimum element (mesh) size

0.00008 µm

Maximum element growth rate

1.2

Resolution of curvature

0.3

Resolution of narrow regions

2

Number of refinements

3
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The boundary conditions and the related physics equations are summarized in Table 5.2
Table 5.2: Typical Boundary Conditions and Related Physics Equations
Surface
KA
AB (Ag/AgCl electrode)
BC
CD
DE (quartz)
EFG (CNE surface)
GH (quartz)
HI (quartz)
IJ (quartz)
JK (Ag/AgCl electrode)
MNO (GNP surface)

Poisson’s Equation
Axial symmetry
Ground
Zero Charge
Zero Charge
-5mC/m2 or 0
No
charge,
floating
potential
-5mC/m2 or 0
-5mC/m2 or 0
Zero Charge
0.1V
-24 mC/m2 (or others),
floating potential

Following previous works25,

39

Nernst- Plank Equation
Axial symmetry
Constant concentration
No flux (insulation)
No flux (insulation)
No flux (insulation)
No flux (insulation)
No flux (insulation)
No flux (insulation)
No flux (insulation)
Constant concentration
No flux (insulation)

, we made the following simplifications in our

simulation. 1) we ignored the finite size of ion and water molecule; 2) we ignored the
contribution of electroosmosis; 3) we used the 2D axial symmetry in the model geometry,
and the 3D geometry is not exactly same as the experiments; 4) the simulation is only for
a steady state. With these simplifications, the simulation is less accurate quantitatively.
However, the simulation results still capture the main characteristics of the potential
changes in the experiments and help us to understand the potential sensing mechanism of
the nanopore/CNE nanopipette. Figure 5.13a shows the distribution and direction of the
electric field near the nanopipette tip when a GNP is at the nanopore mouth. It also shows
the typical geometry with 2D axial symmetry for the FEM simulation. The nanopore orifice
is at z=1 µm, and the CNE is nearby. The position of GNP varied along the z-axis. The
simulation results revealed that the translocation of a charged GNP through the nanopore
altered the local distributions of ion, electric field, and potential near the nanopipette tip,
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as well as the polarization of the floating CNE and GNP. Figure 5.13b shows the
distributions of potential and the z-axis component of the electric field (Ez) along the
yellow dash line in Figure 5.13a when the GNP is at five different positions along the zaxis. The potential is zero in the bath solution and gradually reaches 0.1V deep inside the
nanopipette barrel. The zoom-in Figure in the potential plot shows the small potential
change induced by the GNP. Obviously, the negative charged GNP lowers the local
potential. The Ez reaches the negative maximum at the nanopore mouth. The positive spike
at Z=1µm is caused by the surface charge at the quartz surface. The bipolar shape spikes
(indicated by red arrows) in Ez curves are due to the corresponding local potential
disturbance by the charged GNP showing in the potential plot. Figure 5.13c shows the
typical ionic current (black color) and potential (red color) changes as a function of the
GNP position. The simulated potential dip reminds us the experimental results from single
GNP in Figure 5.4a. The current spike and the potential dip showed the same duration time.
Similar to the trace (iii) of Figure 5.4 a, we labeled step number 1, 2 and 3 in the simulated
potential dip. Because of the small conical angle of the nanopipette, the current and
potential gradually return to the original levels at step 3 even the GNP is several hundred
nanometers inside the nanopipette. As we discussed, there are two sensing mechanisms
contribute to the potential sensing at the CNE. In Figure 5.13d, we showed the shape
evolution of the potential dip when the magnitude of GNP surface charge density is
increased from zero. With no charge at the GNP surface, the potential dip at the CNE is
bipolar, showing the major contribution from the voltage divider model. With the increase
in the surface charge density at the GNP surface, the initial potential increase, indicated by
a blue arrow in Figure 5.13d, is gradually reduced until fully disappears. This confirms that
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the charge sensing mechanism gradually takes over with the increase of GNP surface
charge at step 1. In addition to the fixed charges, the induced charges at the CNE also
compete with the voltage divider model and suppresses the access resistance increase
which has caused an initial potential increase (see Figure 5.14c). Figure 5.13d also
suggests the magnitude of the potential dip correlates with the magnitude of the GNP
surface charge density. We further tested the CNE geometry effect by changing the area
and shape of the CNE. The ionic current change is negligible as long as the CNE is not too
big to effectively block the ionic pathways. The potential change only increased about 5%
when the CNE area increased 1.53 times. This explains why we obtained reproducible
potential changes in experiments while the fabricated CNE area changed significantly. In
addition, we found the CNE can measure a bigger potential change when several GNPs
near the nanopore entrance (see Figure 5.14f).
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Figure 5.13 FEM simulation results (a) The Electric field distribution near the nanopipette
tip when a GNP is at the nanopore orifice (Z=1µm, r=0nm). The white arrows indicate the
direction of the field, and the color bar shows the intensity of the field. The axis symmetry
line is at r=0. (b) The distributions of potential (top) and Z component electric field
(Ez=dV/dZ) (bottom) along the yellow dash line showing in (a). Both plots contain five
distributions with a GNP at five different locations (indicated by the red arrows). The inset
in potential distribution shows the small change of the potential distribution when the GNP
is near the nanopore entrance (Z=0.9 µm, r = 0 nm). (c) The ionic current (black) changes
of the nanopore and potential (red) change at the CNE as a function of GNP center position
in Z direction along the axis symmetry line. (d) The evolution of the ∆V-Z plots as the
surface charge density of the GNP increase. The surface charge densities at the surface of
quartz, CNE and GNP are -5 mC/m2, 0 mC/m2 and -24 mC/m2 respectively, if not
mentioned otherwise.
Figures 5.14 (a,b) showed the electric potential and net ion distribution near the
nanopipette tip with the presence of a GNP at the nanopore mouth. The polarization of
CNE was revealed in the net ion distribution (Figure 5.14(b)) and negative induced charges
were near the nanopore entrance. The results in Figure 5.14(c) demonstrated how the
induced surface charges at the CNE and GNP surfaces affected the potential change at the
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CNE. Without fixed and induced charges at nearby surfaces, the voltage divider model
dominates, and an obvious potential increase is observed when the GNP is close to the
nanopore entrance. After allowing the CNE to be polarized, the increased negative induced
charges at the CNE compete with the increased access ionic resistance while the neutral
GNP approaches the nanopore. The increase of induced charges at the CNE is due to the
increase of the local electric field with the approaching of the GNP to the nanopore. The
polarization of GNP shows a negligible effect on the potential change at the CNE. Figure
5.14(d) shows the effect of the CNE geometry to the potential measurements. As shown in
the inset, the protruded CNE can detect the potential change slightly earlier with a bigger
magnitude. However, the difference is only about 5% when we changed the CNE area 1.53
times. Figure 5.14 (f) compares the potential changes ∆V when one and three GNPs near
the nanopore mouth. It shows that the CNE can cumulatively measure a bigger potential
change from three charged GNPs near the CNE (~25% change). The potential increase near
Z=1µm in the red plot is attributed to the increased access resistance by the accumulation
of 3 GNPs near the nanopore. This is somewhat exaggerated by the donut shape of the
CNE.
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Figure 5.14. (a) Electric potential distribution near the tip region. (b) The net ion
distribution near the tip region. Only potassium and chlorine ions are considered in the
simulation. (c) The potential changes versus the GNP center position along Z axis at
different GNP and CNE polarization conditions. (d) The potential changes versus the GNP
center position along Z axis with CNE geometry (ii) and (iii) in (6.1). (e) The zoom-in of
(d) near the nanopore mouth. (f) The potential changes versus the GNP center position
along Z axis with one (black) and three GNPs (red) at the nanopore mouth. For 3 GNPs
case, the Z position is the center of the first GNP. The inset is the electric field distribution
for 3 GNPs.
5.3: Conclusions
In summary, we have fabricated the nanopore/nanoelectrode multifunctional
nanopipette by an economic, facile and quick method. The fabricated CNE coupled very
well with the nanopore at the nanopipette tip. Using 40 nm GNPs as the model particles,
we have demonstrated that this type of multifunctional nanopipettes displayed the
advantage of both nanopore and nanoelectrode. We measured not only the translocation of
individual GNPs through the nanopore, but also the dynamic accumulation of several GNPs
outside the nanopore. The resistive-pulse sensing method by nanopore is highly sensitive
to individual GNP translocation event, but the major change is limited to the narrowest
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region of the nanopore. In contrast, the potential sensing mode by the protruded CNE
covers a bigger spatial range and can cumulatively detect multiple GNPs outside the
nanopore. In the experiments, the GNPs accumulate outside the nanopore and form
clusters. The CNE can detect the GNP cluster formation outside the nanopore while the
nanopore cannot. However, the CNE alone cannot measure GNP individually. Meanwhile,
the nanopore drives one GNP at a time from a GNP assembly to enter the nanopore. This
enables the CNE to measure the potential from just one GNP in a crowded environment
with many GNPs. The potential method also shows much lower noise at high frequency
and therefore is capable of measuring faster translocation events than the resistive-pulse
sensing method. We also compared the potential detection performance between dualnanopore nanopipette and CNE/nanopore nanopipette. The control results confirmed the
advantage of integrating CNE and nanopore for the potential sensing. The experimental
results were also well-explained by FEM simulations.
This chapter demonstrated the advantages of multifunctional nanopipette and
multimode sensing. The nanopore/nanoelectrode nanopipette is not limited to GNP
analysis but is also suitable for the label-free analysis of protein, virus and various
biological and synthetic NPs. Dual-nanopore nanopipette has been used for
potential/surface charge imaging of live cell surface.36 Because the nanopore/CNE
nanopipette showed better sensitivity to surface potential/charge, we expect that we can
use it as a scanning probe for potential/charge imaging of cell surface in the electrolyte.
Currently, the high precision quantitative measurements are limited by the large variations
in the geometry of multifunctional nanopiepttes. The development of better
characterization methods for multifunctional nanopipettes20 will enable more quantitative
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measurements of NPs. Furthermore, the hybrid potential detection mechanism developed
in this work is also applicable to other micro-/nano-fabricated nanopore/nanoelectrode
devices.
Based on the numerical simulation results, potential sensing mechanism of the
floating carbon electrode was found to be very sensitive to the surface charge of the GNP
near the nanopore. In summary, we found that 1) the translocation of individual GNP can
induce downward potential drop at the floating CNE and downward ionic current spike at
the nanopore; 2) the protrusion of CNE leads to an early potential detection for the arrival
of GNP and can expand the potential sensing zone; 3) the increased number of GNPs near
the protruded CNE induces a bigger potential drop at the CNE. The numerical simulation
results are useful not only to validate experimental nanopore/CNE results but also very
helpful in the understanding of fundamental charge sensing mechanism of the CNE.
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CHAPTER 6: MEASURING EXTRACELLULAR POTENTIAL DISTRIBUTIONS OF
A SINGLE LIVING CELL MEMBRANES BY SICM
Chapter 6 presents the integration of commercially available SICM into the
multifunctional SICM and use it for quantitative measurement of extracellular membrane
potential distribution of a single living cell membrane. Some of the contents of this chapter
have been adapted from the manuscript, which is being prepared for publication.
6.1: Introduction
Recently, the existence of multiple microdomains of membrane potential around
individual cells has been explored by voltage reporter dye using fluorescence microscopy.1,
2

All cells, not only excitable neurons and muscles, exhibits multiple microdomains of

extracellular membrane potential.3 These microdomains of membrane potential are
induced by the systematically distributed ion channels and pumps in living cell membrane.
The activities of ion channels and pumps will locally modify the ion or chemical
concentrations and membrane potential regionally. The distribution and dynamics of all
the ion channels will lead to physiological micro-domains around the individual living cell
and a cluster of cells. One hypothesis is that these long lasting membrane potential patterns
play instructive roles for embryonic patterning, regenerative repair, and suppression of
cancerous disorganization, wound healing.4-6 To validate this hypothesis, it is very
important to acquire the details of these micro-domains of membrane potential with high
spatial resolution in a long period. As compared to the voltage reporter dye based
fluorescence microscope method, SICM can achieve quantitative potential measurements
of non-labeled living cell membranes with higher spatial resolution.
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Scanning ion conductance microscopy (SICM) is a new scanning probe microscopy
(SPM) technique for living cell imaging and analysis.7, 8 In comparison to other SPM
techniques, SICM has robust feedback mechanism which is necessary to control the pipette
position above the sample precisely. Because of its robust feedback mechanism, SICM has
several diverse advantages for biological applications. 9-12 SICM can generate topography
images of living cells as well as fixed cells with high resolution under physiological
conditions. It not only can take topography images of the biological samples but also can
provide supplementary information about samples like surface charge distribution,
electrochemical activities, ion channel distributions.13-15 However, development of SICM
for mapping of topography and extracellular potential distribution of the single living cell
still is in primitive phase. Recently, Unwin’s group has reported simultaneously mapping
of both the topography and surface charge of living Zea mays root hair cells with bias
modulated SICM, which is still not the direct mapping of surface charge.14 They recorded
the current images of the root hair cell and converted it to the surface charge map with the
help of finite element simulations. Klausen et.al revealed the capability of SICM for
mapping of surface charge density of lipid bilayers with DC mode SICM however it was
not a direct measurement of the surface charge density of the lipid bilayers. They took the
topography images of the same lipid membrane at positive and negative applied bias and
subtracted these two images to differentiate the surface charge density.16 Baker’s group
have successfully developed the potentiometric SICM for direct potential imaging of
synthetic nanopore, however, simultaneously mapping of topography and the potential
image has not reported yet.17 Even if many research group have demonstrated the capability
of the SICM for potential distribution measurement of the living cell, directly mapping of
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topography and potential distribution of a living cell membrane remained as a challenging
task. We have utilized the SICM technique for simultaneously mapping of the topography
and potential distributions of the single living cell membrane. Furthermore, we have
measured the extracellular membrane potential distribution of living B16 and Mela-A cells
quantitatively with SICM.
6.2: Methods
Detailed instrumentation and operational mechanism of multifunctional SICM for potential
measurement are given in chapter 2 under section 2.4. Multifunctional-SICM makes use of
a double-barrel theta nanopipette as a probe, where probe position is controlled by the
current measured in one barrel and the potential is measured in a second barrel.
6.2.1: Cell Culture on PDMS
The B16-F10 mouse melanoma cell line (ATCC, CRL-6322) was cultured in
Dulbecco's Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% Fetal Bovine
Serum, 100 U/ml penicillin, and 100 U/ml streptomycin at 37 ℃ in 5% CO2. Melan-A, an
immortalized mouse melanocyte cell line (a kind gift of Dr. William J. Pavan, NIH 18), was
cultured in RPMI 1640 supplemented with 10% Fetal Bovine Serum, 100 U/ml penicillin,
100 U/ml streptomycin, 200 nM TPA and 200 pM cholera toxin at 37 ℃ in 10% CO2.
PDMS was sterilized by autoclave and incubated with Fibronectin (Gibco) at 50 g/ml in
PBS. Allow the fibronectin solution to air dry for at least 45 minutes at room temperature
and wash the PDMS with PBS before seeding the cells. Both cells were seeded at a low
confluency to allow for single cell potential detection, and dead cells were removed the
next day after cell seeding by changing the media. Cells were cultured for at least 36 hours
to reach a stable state before any potential experiments.
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6.3: Results and Discussion
An illustration of the multifunctional SICM experimental setup for potential
measurement is shown in Figurer 6.1(a). A double barrel theta nanopipette is used as the
scanning probe. One barrel connected with the voltage amplifier measures the potential
differences while the other barrel connected to the current amplifier measures the distance
dependent ion current for positioning of the probe and noninvasive topography imaging of
samples in a similar way as single barrel nanopipette. Simultaneously recorded approach
curves of current and potential shown in Figure 6.2(a) validated the experimental setup.
The equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 6.1(b) explains the potential change as a function
of distance based on voltage divider model. Variable resistance Rac is connected in series
with pore resistance Rpore. The potential in between (0.1 to 0.3V) is applied to the bath
solution whereas the 0V (ground) potential is applied inside the barrel connected to the
current amplifier. The barrel connected with voltage amplifier is treated as a floating point
potential probe and positioned at the location between Rac and Rpore. The approach of the
double barrel probe towards the substrate consequentially increases the magnitudes of Rac.
This resistance change alters the potential distribution in the circuit, and therefore the
potential at the tip of the potential probe. The potential change as a function of probesample distance validates our potential measurement setup. However, it also suggests that
we need to pay attention to the height effect when discussing the measured potential.
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Figure 6.1 (a) Schematic of a potentiometric SICM (P-SICM) setup using the theta
nanopipette as a probe. (b) Equivalent circuit model of the experimental setup.

The surface potential is also affected by the surface charge. When the potential
probe approaches towards a charged substrate with a distance smaller than the double layer
thickness, it can sense the potential due to the surface charge of the substrate. To test the
surface charge measurement by the potentiometric SICM, we have measured the potential
of the positively charged substrate and the negatively charged substrate with the same
pipette in the same condition. Single point potential measurement was performed first. In
PBS solution, Lysozyme modified PDMS was used as a positively charged substrate
whereas bovine serum albumins (BSA) was used as the negatively charged substrate. The
sample was prepared on the graphene modified PDMS substrate. First, PDMS was
modified by graphene and graphene modified PDMS was again modified with either
lysozyme or BSA. Potential approach/retract curves were collected in 1X PBS electrolyte
solution at neutral pH. The distance is about a few nm, which is smaller than the double
layer thickness. We used the potential at 20 µm away from the surface as the reference
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point, which is the same as the bulk solution potential. We then measured the potential
close the surface. The potential difference Vs-Vref is obviously bigger for a negatively
charged substrate. Surface charge effect was clearly observed on the potential
approach/retract curves acquired from two different charged substrate as shown in Figure
6.2(b). There was electrostatic attraction happened with positively charged substrate
whereas electrostatic repulsion occurred with a negatively charged substrate with
negatively charged quartz nanopipette. Electrostatic attraction caused the smaller potential
detection on positive charge substrate whereas electrostatic repulsion caused bigger
potential detection on the negative charge substrate. In our experimental setup, both
sensing mechanism plays a role in surface potential/charge measurement. We will explain
the potential sensing mechanism more quantitatively with finite element method
simulations.

Figure 6.2 (a) simultaneously acquired approach curves for ionic current and the potential
difference with potentiometric SICM. (b) Approach /retract curve spectroscopy on positive
and negative charged substrate.
After successfully demonstrated the potential measurement capacity of our
potentiometric SICM set up, we directly applied it to measure the extracellular potential
distribution of the living Melanoma (B16)
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which is the cancerous skin cell and

melanocytes (Mela-A) which are the normal skin cell. B16 and Mela-A were chosen
because it will help us to compare the extracellular potential distribution between the
normal cell and cancerous cell of the same type of cell line. Living cell experiment was
performed under the physiological buffer with 37° temperature. The potential measurement
was carried out with two technique, one was single point measurement technique, and the
other was directly imaging the potential distribution.
6.3.1: Single Point Potential Measurement
During single point measurement, theta nanopipette was approached first just above
the center of the single cell of interest by monitoring the ionic current and potential-time
(V-t) and ionic current -time (I-t) traces were recorded at two different height from the cell.
One data recording height was 20 micron above from the cell which was set as a reference
level, and the other was very close (~2nm) above the cell. Then the theta nanopipette was
withdrawn few micron (~ 50 micron) and relocate to another position of the same cell and
data were recorded similarly. Four potential data were recorded from each cell around 510 micron periphery from the center of the cell. The I-t traces were collected at applied
bias by Femto DE-DLPCA-200_R17 Variable Gain Current Amplifier with 109 gain and
the V-t traces were measured by a home-built, battery powered high input impedance
differential amplifier (based on an instrumentation amplifier) at a 10x gain. A digital
oscilloscope (Yokogawa DL850 scopecorder) was used to record the current and potential
traces with a sampling rate 500 Hz and bandwidth 400Hz.
In the single-point measurement mode, potential changes were monitored at the tip
of floating potential probe when the probe was held at a fixed probe−sample distance. Theta
nanopipette was approached above the center of a single cell of interest by monitoring ionic
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current. The potential was recorded at two different height from the cell. 20 micron above
from the cell was set to a reference level, and the closet probe-sample distance was always
fixed around ~2nm during fixed point measurement. The actual extracellular potential at a
single point of the cell membrane was calculated from the difference of the potential
measured at two different height. Four potential data were recorded from each cell around
5-10 micron periphery from the center of the cell. A similar type of the cell was chosen
with the help of the oscilloscope for the data collection. Several batches of the sample
were used for the data collections. All cells were cultured on the either Fibronectin
modified PDMS or collagen modified PDMS.
Fixed point measurement was done in HEPES buffer having total ionic
concentration about 151mM with 45mM and 5 mM KCl concentration. The result shown
in Figure 6.3 (a) clearly shows the potential difference between Mela-A and B16 cell.
The permeability to K+ ion is much higher at rest than Na+, Cl-, and Ca2+. Change
of extracellular K+ concentration can play a dominant role in resting membrane potential.
Zhou et. al have reported that the membrane potential of baby hamster kidney (BHK) cells,
can be depolarized by increasing the extracellular K+ concentration.19 We have carried out
experiments to measure extracellular membrane potential distribution of Mela-A and B16
in living cell buffers with different K+ concentrations while maintaining the same ionic
strength. HEPES buffer containing NaCl 103 mM, KCl 45mM, CaCl2 2.5 mM, MgCl2
1.2mM, HEPES 10mM, and Glucose 10mM with neutral pH was prepared. For a low K+
solution, NaCl was replaced with an equal molar concentration of KCl and other
components remained the same. Both the mean magnitude and spatial variation of the
extracellular potential of the melanoma cells are bigger than those of melanocytes with the
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outside potassium concentration 45 mM. Similar type of measurements was carried out in
a different batch of samples for both Mela-A and B16 in HEPES buffer with 5mM
potassium concentration and compared the result with the 45 mM outside potassium
concentration. As shown in figure 6.3(b) and 6.3(c), the measured extracellular potential
was increased when we did the measurement in the 5mM concentration of the potassium
ions in outside bath solution. Furthermore, our result showed extracellular membrane
potential of melanocytes (Mela-A) changed more in compare to the melanoma (B16). The
mean magnitude of extracellular membrane potential of B16 was not changed significantly
whereas it increased almost 600µV in Mela-A cell in 5mM KCl compared to 45mM KCl.
In the mammalian cell, the intracellular potassium concentration is approximately 30 times
as high as the extracellular concentration (150 vs. 5 mM). If the outside potassium
concentration is made 45 mM, the membrane potential becomes more positive, which is
called depolarization. In 5 mM in compare to the 45 mM outside KCl concentration,
membrane potential becomes more negative which is called hyperpolarization. Our
measurement also showed hyperpolarization behavior in 5mM KCl and depolarization
behavior in 45 mM KCl of outside concentration in both Mela-A and B16 cell. We have
used the absolute value of the potential measurement in the histograms of figure 6.3(a, b
and c).
Values of extracellular membrane potential are reported as the mean ± SD of
measurements performed on different batches of cell samples with same conditions. The
Cohen’s d value was calculated to consider the difference between the two mean values
statistically significant. The Cohen’s d value higher than 0.5 was considered as the
statically significant value.
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Figure 6.3. Extracellular membrane potential recorded by P-SICM with fixed point
measurement technique. Histograms of extracellular membrane potential of (a) Melanoma
(B16) (red) and melanocytes (Mela-A) (blue) recorded in 45 mM outside potassium
concentration.(b)melanocytes (Mela-A) recorded in 5 mM (blue) and 45 mM (green)
outside potassium concentration. (c) melanoma (B16) recorded in 5 mM (red) and 45 mM
(green) outside potassium concentration. The red , blue and green solid lines are Gaussian
fits to the histograms. The mean value was 0.5 ± 0.1 mV and 0.9 ± 0.3 mV for Mela-A and
B16 cells respectively in 45 mM outside kcl concentration. The mean value became 1.4 ±
0.4 mV and 1.1 ± 0.4 mV for Mela-A and B16 respectively in 5mM outside kcl. .The error
bar is the standard deviation of the Gaussian fits.
6.3.2: Potential Measurement by Mapping Certain Area of Living Cell
For simultaneously mapping of the topography and extracellular membrane
potential distribution, Approach-Retract Scanning (ARS) mode (or so-called hopping
mode) 20 was used to control the theta nanopipette position during imaging. The bandwidth
of the current amplifier was set at 10 Hz to reduce the current noise during imaging and
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potential were recorded with 10X gain. All the measurements were performed at 37°
temperature.
Besides the fixed point measurement, we have also mapped the potential
distribution and topography images of Mela –A cell with our potentiometric SICM. Our
result revealed the different micro-domains of extracellular membrane potential of the
living cell membranes (Figure 6.4 (b,d)). Living mela-A was imaged in 5mM outside
potassium concentration using hopping mode.1% reduced set point current was used to
control probe- sample separation during imaging. Figure 6.4 (a) is the topography image,
and 6.4 (b) is potential imaging recorded at the same time. 6.4 (c) is enhanced color
topography image which makes even small features in the sample clearly visible. Blue
color represents flat and low height region, and the orange color represents high height
region.In enhanced color topography we can also see collagen pattern. In the potential
image, several potential microdomains with different potentials can be seen. Collagen fiber
has zero net charges within pH range 7-8. In overall cell membrane have a negative
potential. Images were recorded at living cell buffer at pH 7.4. In potential images shown
figure 6.4(b & d), potential distribution was higher on the collagen than on the cell
surface.We have used the absolute value of the potential reading color scale of the potential
image. The extracellular potential variation within the single cell was in the range of less
than 10 mV. The potential distribution recorded from the fixed point measurement and
potential imaging are in the same range. It should be noted that extracellular membrane
potential is smaller than the cross membrane potential which is in the range of -40 mV to 80 mV.
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Figure 6.4 Simultaneous recorded (a) topography and (b) potential image of living
melanoma cell with P-SICM. (c) Enhanced color topography image (d) Zoom in the image
of the potential image inside a rectangular area.
6.4: Finite Element Based Numerical Simulations
The potential distribution pattern was investigated using a FEM for solving Poisson
(P) and Nernst–Planck equations. A 2D axis symmetry geometry model was created to
mimic the potentiometric SICM setup with theta pipette. PNP equations were fully coupled
and solved using boundary conditions matching the expected experimental conditions.
Fluidic flow term was not included and the system was assumed at a steady state to simplify
the simulation. COMSOL Multiphysics 5.2 with AC/DC and Chemical Reaction
Engineering modules were used for the FEM simulation. The whole computation domain
was discretized into free triangular elements, and rigorous mesh refinements were adopted
during simulations.
What is the potential detection mechanism for the different charged substrates? We
have carried out FEM simulations to understand the potential detection mechanism in this
system.. Obviously, the potential of a charged object can be detected based on the direct
potential or charge sensing mechanism: the presence of a charged object alters the potential
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of a nearby potential probe. However, the sensing range of this mechanism is very short in
ionic solution because of the charge screening effect.We have carried out the simulations
on positive 25mC/m2, -25mC/m2 negative and 0mC/m2 charged substrate by varying the
vertical position of the potential probe. The data were plotted as probe-sample distance
versus measured potential because of different charged substrate. The result from
simulation also follows the same trend like in experimental result with the positive and
negative charged substrate as shown in figure 6.5. The measured potential value on the 25mC/m2

charged substrate is much bigger than the +25mC/m2 charged substrate. The

measured potential value on 0 mC/m2 charged substrate is in between of negative and
positive charged substrate.

Figure 6.5: FEM simulation result of measured potential with respect to the vertical
position of the potential probe from different surface charged substrate. Figure inset is the
zoomed in the plot of the original plot.
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6.5 Conclusion:
In summary, Scanning ion conductance microscopy has been shown to be a
powerful technique for quantitative measurement of extracellular membrane potential
distribution of a single living cell. Simultaneous mapping of potential distribution along
with its topography imaging of living cell membranes is reported for the first time. We are
able to measure the significant potential difference on the positively charged substrate and
negatively charged substrate from both the experiment and finite element simulation
method. Furthermore, significant potential difference has been found between the normal
(Mela-A) and cancerous (B16) cells. We also observed normal cell react more with the
outside environment change than in cancer cell.
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CHAPTER 7: SUMMARY AND FUTURE RESEARCH
7.1: Summary of Results
In summary, my dissertation demonstrates the capability of SICM for the single
cell imaging and analysis. Morphology change of HeLa cell membrane induced by water
soluble and fluorescent conjugated polymer nanoparticles (CPNs) was studied first time by
SCIM. The capability of SICM in the detailed study of the attachment of cationic CPNs to
the cell surface, corresponding morphology change of the cell surface, and the effect of the
following endocytosis was demonstrated. Results revealed that CPNs formed the cluster at
the cell surface before entering the cells. These clusters enhance the attachments of CPNs
to the cell surface. The physicochemical properties (hydrophobicity and positive charge)
of polymer CPNs also affect the attachments and aggregations of CPNs to the cell surface.
After CPN attachment, the cells actively internalize CPNs. The CPN attachment is the first
step of CPN endocytosis. Therefore, the careful design of the physicochemical properties
of CPN to promote cellular attachment can significantly impact the CPN endocytosis
efficiency.
Conventional SICM has been upgraded and validated for the mapping of
topography and potential distributions of the single living cell membrane simultaneously.
In the first step, multifunctional nanopipette, which contains both nanopore and carbon
nanoelectrode (CNE) at the nanopipette tip was developed and characterized to enhance
the sensitivity of the potential measurement. To demonstrate the capability of the
multifunctional nanopipette, charged gold nanoparticles (GNP) was used as the model
sample. The capability of the multifunctional nanopipette for simultaneous detection of
ionic current and local electrical potential changes during translocation GNPs was clearly
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demonstrated. The CNE functions as a local potential probe. We have shown that CNE can
detect the local potential change during translocation of a single GNP as well as collective
potential change due to a cluster of GNPs outside the nanopore entrance. From the potential
change, we can also have the insight of motion of GNPs before entering the nanopore.
Finite element based numerical simulation also supported the experimental results.
Simulations further verified the potential sensing mechanism of the floating carbon
electrode, which was found to be very sensitive to the surface charge variation near the
pore mouth.
In the second step, the SICM was utilized for the measurement of extracellular
potential distributions of a living normal skin cell, melanocytes (Mela-A) and a cancerous
skin cell, melanoma (B16) by using SICM with dual barrel probe. We observed not only
the spatial variation but also the mean magnitude of the extracellular potential of the MelaA cells was bigger than those of B16 cells. We also found the change in membrane potential
of B16 cells is small with a change of potassium ion concentration in bath solutions than
mela-A cells. We were also able to map the potential image along with its topography
image of the living cell membrane with hopping mode As compared to the voltage reporter
dye based fluorescence microscope method, SICM can achieve quantitative potential
measurements of non-labeled living cell membranes with higher spatial resolution.
Our results demonstrate that we have established a new imaging technique for
measuring extracellular membrane potential distribution of living cell membrane along
with its topography images. This new imaging technique can help biologist to explore the
extracellular potential distribution of varieties of cells quantitatively.These studies will
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have impacts on several biomedical applications such as regenerative repair and cancer
treatment.
In addition, shape and size of nanoparticles synthesized for drug delivery have been
characterized with the AFM. Formation of core−shell nanoparticles by complexing a semiflexible PPB with a linear polysaccharide, HA was clearly observed by AFM imaging.
Since the size and shape of nanomaterials significantly influence labeling and delivery
efficiency of biological substances, the synthesis of core−shell nanoparticle will contribute
to novel biomaterials especially for drug delivery.
7.2: Future Research
7.2.1: Potential and Topography Imaging of the Living Cell Membranes with SICM
The main goal of my dissertation is to develop the multifunctional SICM for the
study and analysis of the single living cell.We have developed and demonstrated the
capability of the SICM for simultaneous recording of the topography and potential
distribution of the living cell membranes, but the experimental setup and imaging condition
further need to be optimized to get high-resolution potential images. Multifunctional
nanopipette (nanopore/carbon electrode) will be used as a probe instead of bare theta
pipette. Improvement of the living cell imaging environment will help to increase working
hours during the experiment. Several potential images of the both Mela –A and B16 will
be collected by changing the outside buffer environment and compare the potential
distributions. Current, and potential approach curves will be analyzed in detail to get the
quantitative potential measurement at a different height from the cell. Not only Mela-A
and B16 other cell lines like HeLa cell and PC12 also will be imaged and analyzed.
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7.2.2: Potential Approach Curve Spectroscopy Analysis
The current and potential approach curves during simultaneous mapping of
topography and potential will be collected. The potential and current approach curves will
be analyzed with LabVIEW. The spatial resolution of the potential image at a different
working distance (probe-sample distance) will be examined. Detailed analysis of the
potential approach curves will help us to differentiate the surface charge effect and the ion
flux effect in the measured potential distribution of the living cells. Based on Potential Vs
distance (V-z) curves, quantitative understanding of the potential change with working
distance will be clear. The 3D potential images will be generated
7.2.3: Finite Element Based Numerical Simulations
Finite element based numerical simulations will be carried out to interpret the
SICM results. Following the previous reports1-4 finite element based numerical simulations
will be carried out using COMSOL. Especially, the effect of the new nanopipette
geometries to the ionic current and electric potential distribution will be investigated.
Furthermore, the sensitivity of potential measurement on the different charged substrate
with the variation of the distance will be simulated. These simulations will help us to
interpret our experimental result better.
7.3: Multifunctional Nanopipette for the Studies of Nanoparticles
The high precision quantitative measurements are limited by the large variations in
the geometry of multifunctional nanopipettes. The fabrication of multifunctional
nanopipette will be further improved and optimized. Transmission electron microscopy
will be used for the better characterization of nanopore/nanoelectrode4, which will enable
more quantitative measurements of NPs. Multifunctional nanopipette will be further used
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for analysis of several other nanoparticles like virus nanoparticles (VNPs) and the
polystyrene beads which have around 10 times higher surface charge density in compare
to the GNPs. Biomolecules such as DNA and proteins will also be analyzed with our
nanopore /nanoelectrode.

7.4: Topography and Potential Imaging of Hole Formation on the Cell Membrane by
SICM.
The interaction between the conjugated polymer nanoparticles (CPNs) and the cell
membrane will be further characterized by the SICM. Effect of CPNs side chain end group
in the morphology of cell membrane will be studied. A future project will be the study of
the hole formation on the cell membranes during endocytosis of guanidine nanoparticles.
The guanidine nanoparticles are also the CPNs whose side chain is slightly changed from
the previous CPNs structure (PPB) that we used in Chapter 4. The structure of the guanidine
nanoparticles has shown in Figure 7.1(c) where the red circle marks side chain. Our
hypothesis will be this typical side chain of the CPNs will form the nanometer-sized hole
on the cell membranes. The hole formations on the fixed HeLa cell membrane with the 1hour treatment of the guanidine nanoparticles has already been revealed by the topography
images of SICM which has shown in figure 7.1(a and b).The height profile in Figure 7.1(d)
clearly shows the downward spikes with depth around 600nm to 1 micron. Not only the
topography images but also the potential images of hole formations on the HeLa cell
membranes will be acquired and analyzed. Both fixed and living HeLa cell membranes
will be imaged by incubating with the guanidine nanoparticles. The experiment will be
designed by varying the incubation time as well as the concentration of the guanidine with
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the cell samples. As explained in 7.2.1 potential and current approach curves will be
generated, and 3D potential images will be generated.

Figure 7.1 (a) Enhanced color topography image of fixed HeLa cell treated with the 10 µM
guanidine for 1hr. (b) Zoomed in images of the Figure (a) enclosed inside the red
rectangular area. (c) The structure of the guanidinium CPN where red circle focuses the
side chain. (d) The height profile across the red solid line in Figure b. The cell was fixed
in 4% paraformaldehyde.

7.5: Optical Fluorescence Microscopy Imaging
An optical fluorescence microscopy technique will be added in the SICM set up. In
the beginning, epifluorescence microscopy will be added. The required accessories such as
an objective lens, dichromatic mirror, excitation, and emission filter will be either added
or upgraded in the SICM set up for the simultaneous detection of the fluorescence images,
and SICM topography, and potential images of CPN treated fixed and living HeLa cells at
different conditions.
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